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FOREWORD
The following report describes the Department of Fine Art, one of five departments of the
Iceland Academy of the Arts (IAA), and the recent institution-led review at subject level carried
out by the IAA.
The self-evaluation was conducted on the occasion of the five-year cycle of the Icelandic
Quality Enhancement Framework, established by the Quality Board for Icelandic Higher
Education in 2011.
The review took place during the winter 2012–2013.
The Review Committee consisted of five members of the Department’s academic faculty, one
staff member, two students, and two independent international experts:
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Aðalheiður L. Guðmundsdóttir, Adjunct Lecturer & Programme Director of Art Theory
Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir, Professor & Programme Director
Hulda Stefánsdóttir, Professor & Programme Director, Review Committee Chairman
Ingunn Fjóla Ingþórsdóttir, Academic Coordinator
John Butler, Head of Birmingham School of Art, Birmingham Institute of Art and Design
(BIAD), Birmingham City University (BCU), UK
Kristján Steingrímur Jónsson, Dean
Nína Óskarsdóttir, 2nd year BA student
Ólafur Sveinn Gíslason, Professor & Programme Director
Paula Crabtree, Rector of the Bergen Academy of Art and Design
Ragnheiður Maísól Sturludóttir, 3rd year BA student

Rebekka Silvía Ragnarsdóttir, Manager of Quality and Development, organised and supervised
the work. The review report is based on the European Association of Conservatoires (AEC)
document “Quality Assurance and Accreditation in Higher Music Education: Characteristics,
Criteria and Procedures.”
The Committee met weekly during the period and reported to the international experts and
received comments. The group convened for three days in Iceland, February 11th–13th, where the
international experts were present.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Iceland Academy of the Arts (IAA) was founded in 1999. It is a self-governing
institution providing higher education in design and architecture, theatre and dance,
art education, fine art, and music in its five departments. The IAA operates on a
contract with the Ministry of Education, Science and Culture, and receives 80% of its
funding from the Ministry and 20% from students fees. During the academic year of
2012–2013, the total number of students was 355 at the BA level, 20 in diploma
studies, and 19 at the MA level.

Figure 1 - IAA Organisation Chart

The Academy’s departments maintain close cooperation. Through the sharing of
resources, staff, equipment, library and other facilities, the Academy strives to ensure
efficiency and diversity of educational opportunities.
The Department of Fine Art was established in 1999.
The Department offers a three-year 180 ECTS programme leading to a BA degree. In
autumn 2012, the Department offered a two-year 120 ECTS programme leading to an
MA degree for the first time. During the academic year of 2012-2013, 84 students
were enrolled in the BA programme, including 16 exchange students, and 8 students
were admitted to the new MA programme. As this report is presented in the second
year of running the MA programme, reflections on this new component of the
Department are marked by limited experience.
The Department is located in Laugarnes (along with the Department of Art
Education) in one of the IAA’s three premises. Facilities in this former factory
building provide students with ample space for workshops and studios, a lecture
room, and an in-house gallery. There is potential for further expansion and
development, as the building has so far only been partially renovated for temporary
housing purposes.
SEE APPENDIX A. CHARTER FOR THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS
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MISSION AND VISION
The main mission of the Department is to offer education to students in the field of
the visual arts. The Department maintains an ambitious level of teaching with an
emphasis on direct contact with the contemporary art scene, both locally and abroad.
The structure of the programmes is designed with the aim of taking an active role in
society. The flexible setup of the workshop courses allows for a renewal of courses
that deal with contemporary characteristics and issues from the perspective of the
artistic practice.
Importance is placed on intertwining theoretical components of contemporary fine art
studies within the studio and technical training, looking at research as a tool within
the artistic practice, and encouraging progressive ways of thinking and working in the
field. In the overall approach to the student learning process the IAA community
underpins its activities with curiosity, understanding, and courage – the three core
values of its mission statement.
On both the BA and MA levels there is emphasis on utilising and investigating
possibilities of the close proximity of the Department with other art disciplines of the
IAA.
The Department is currently at a crossroads. The addition of the MA programme
carries exciting possibilities for curricular development. It allows for the building up
of a research strategy that enforces the mission of the Department to lead a fine art
instruction at the university level by being an open venue for research and debate in
the field.

DEVELOPMENT
The total number of BA students graduated from the Department since its inception is
366. The number of received applications annually is generally around 100, and has
been quite consistent over the years. The gender balance amongst admitted students
has been more even in recent years. It should be noted that fine art education in upper
secondary schools and preparatory studies at the Reykjavik Art School has improved
considerably in recent years, and applications to the Department are of a markedly
better quality than they were a decade ago. A majority of students complete their
studies within the given timeframe and dropout rates are low.
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For the first year, students enrolled in the five departments of the Icelandic College of
Arts and Crafts, the IAA’s forerunner, became students at the new Department of
Fine Art. This accounts for the unusually high number of graduates in the early years
of the Department. Fluctuation in graduations since then can be traced to students’
leaves of absence with consequent returns to the programme (as in 2010). In recent
years, the Department has enforced stricter requirements to students’ performance
and attendance, which also explains fluctuations in the number of students graduated
each year.

FIGURE 3 – BA GRADUATES BY GENDER

Due to operational cutbacks, the Department had to downsize in 2003, which entailed
going from admitting approximately 32 students each year to 24 students, and from
four professor positions to the current three. The addition of the MA programme, and
a total of 16 students at the MA level, has however resulted in the decision to add the
fourth position again in the coming academic year of 2013-2014. The permanent
position in Art Theory, currently defined as a single full-time position, will also have
an additional 50% position added in the fall of 2013. In the spring of 2012, the
Department increased its admittance on the BA level by 4-5 students as suggested to
all departments by the IAA´s management. As a result, the number of students will
have increased by 12 students, with a total of 95-100 students in the spring of 2014.

BA PROGRAMME
The BA Programme focuses on facilitating students’ development of different
methods for artistic practice, in terms of technical skills, artistic and theoretical
knowledge, and independent ways of developing and processing one’s work,
inspirations and ideas. Development in the areas of artistic processing, technical skills
and theoretical knowledge is supported by a balanced curriculum where integration of
these three key components is assured. Growing emphasis is placed on interweaving
theory and practice in studio courses and technical workshop courses through lectures
and discussions on thematic subjects. The approach used is to bring practising artists
3

into theory courses as lecturers and vice versa, theorists and scientists into the studio
space as an element in the students’ creative process.
This approach goes well with developments in contemporary art in general and the
Department will continue in this vein, emphasising students’ responsibility and
independence as a stepping-stone towards research-led studies and the MA
Programme.

MA PROGRAMME
The Master Programme in Fine Art (launched in August 2012) offers a platform for
students to enhance their knowledge and increase their skills in the field of fine art,
strengthen their personal vision and relate their artistic practice to the discipline’s
theoretical criteria. Emphasis is placed on students’ artistic practice and research
involving a systematic construction of the conceptual context of their work through
individual projects. Students are expected to develop a good command of both
academic and practical parameters of contemporary art in preparation for a career as
independent artists in the field.
Whereas the BA Programme aims to introduce a variety of methods and means for
students’ artistic practice, the MA Programme seeks to deepen and strengthen
students’ prior understanding of their work and its context, allowing more flexibility
and specialisation through an open structure of studies (i.e. interdisciplinary
collaboration) with ample space for discussions and critique. To this end, the
programme aims to utilise its unique features to the fullest, both those existing within
the Academy in terms of students’ proximity to other art disciplines, projects related
to Iceland’s local characteristics with regard to nature and society, and through
various close collaborations with art institutions in Iceland, as well as domestic and
foreign academies. MA students are expected to actively participate in curricular
development by preparing and giving lectures on topics of their interest and
specialisation in MA seminar classes (which can also feed into teaching at the BA
level) and through the development of research and/or collaborative projects. In
preparation for this, the BA Programme trains students’ to analyse and disseminate
their own work.
The Department aims to further develop the MA Programme around research with a
cluster of staff and student projects over the next few years. Projects will focus on the
research interests of academic faculty; within areas of painting, sculpture and public
space, time-based mediums, and contemporary art theory.

CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN MISSION
AND EDUCATION PROGRAMMES
The programmes prepare students for a wide range of possibilities within the field of
fine art. As this is the only higher education programme in fine art in Iceland, the
academic staff seeks to present a curricular structure reflective of the wide scope of
methods and media in contemporary art practice.
International visiting artists and lecturers are invited to teach and lecture at the
Department each semester, and the Department also regularly receives artists and
academics travelling to Iceland for exhibitions or seminars for shorter visits.
4

1

A close-knit community requires good communication and access to colleagues and
art academies abroad. The Department participates in the KUNO (Nordic/Baltic Art
Academies) and Erasmus exchange networks for students and staff. The Department
strongly encourages its´students to participate in these mobility programmes
The Department intends to frame collaborative projects (both domestic and
international) more formally and for a longer period of time. This will allow for more
structured and in-depth research within defined areas of expertise of both academic
staff and students, and will subsequently feed into the Department’s curriculum.
Foundations have been laid for this approach through the development of short-term
project courses in recent semesters, and the Department is committed to seeking
organisational ways to fully secure an active fine art research institute in the autumn
of 2014.
The expansion of the programme is a welcome opportunity to reconsider ways of
teaching and learning in the fine art where the Department’s expertise and strength
are effectively brought out.

LONG-TERM STRATEGIC PLAN
The Department of Fine Art’s strategic plan evolves in close connection with the
overall IAA strategic plan.
The Department’s strategic priorities aim to promote infrastructure and develop its
field of expertise, for instance with:
The addition of second level (MA) studies, allowing for further specialisation and indepth research within the field of fine art in Iceland.
Consequently, establishing a more formal structure of artistic research for academic
staff. The Department is currently implementing plans for a formal Institute of Fine
Art Research, expected to be up and running in autumn 2014.
Formalising collaborative projects within the IAA / with other art institutions / with
academies locally and abroad.
Preparations for a new MA Programme for Critical Practice & Creative Writing.

REFLECTIONS

§

§
§

The small size of the Icelandic community results in close communication
and easy access to the local professional field on all levels. Prominent local
artists are brought in as part-time lecturers each semester, and the Department
maintains a close relationship with all the main art institutions in Iceland, in
addition to seeking input from grass-root organisations and recently
graduated alumni. The Department would like to formalise this collaboration
further in the near future, through regular meetings with stakeholders and a
series of defined collaborative projects.
The Department would like to encourage more teachers to take advantage of
the opportunities available through network exchanges abroad.
The introduction of the MA level also calls for a restructuring of the BA
programme, with a differentiation between the two levels of teaching and
students’ educational processes.
5

2

§

The Department’s downsizing in 2003, due to financial constraints, affected
the dynamics of the Department, i.e. reduced the variety of courses on offer
and added workload on staff. The Department aims to gain further strength
and make better use of its resources (both in terms of manpower and facilities)
with the addition of the MA Programme in Fine Art and the development of
other new study programmes.

SEE APPENDIX B. ACADEMIC FACULTY, SUPPORTING STAFF, PART TIME LECTURERS AND VISITING
ARTIST 2010-2013
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2. EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
PROGRAMMES
The learning outcomes for the Department of Fine Art correspond to the learning
outcomes for the first and second cycle, according to the Icelandic Quality
Enhancement Framework (published in May 2011). The curriculum has been
rewritten over the past couple of years, strengthening the structure of the
programmes, formalising the grading process, and establishing a more comprehensive
understanding of both the individual course evaluation as well as the overall aims of
the programmes.
A variety of approaches are used to deliver the curriculum; lectures, group
discussions and critique, assignments and students presentations, as well as individual
tutoring. All faculty members who teach at the BA level also teach at the MA level.
SEE APPENDIX:
C. THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS – RULES
D. OVERVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINE ART’S CURRICULUM
E. SCORING RUBRICS

BA PROGRAMME
The BA Programme consists of courses in artistic practice (128 ECTS) and in art
theory (52 ECTS). It is built around courses that vary in length from 2-15 weeks.
Students receive tutorials on an almost daily basis, both individually and in groups.
Their work is reviewed and discussed regularly, in the technical workshop classes,
studio courses and professors’ seminars, with the aim of promoting critical thinking
and professional context. Art theory courses and seminars aim to develop students’
theoretical abilities in relation to artistic processes, in addition to strengthening their
basic knowledge and understanding of the discipline’s history and contemporary
theoretical criteria in relation to their own art practice.
Students receive a final grade and a written comment at the end of each course.
The programme concludes with a BA project, which includes a written thesis, a
portfolio and a graduation work exhibited in a public exhibition.

MA PROGRAMME
The MA Programme is a full-time two-year course (120 ECTS). The course structure
is divided into independent studio practice, seminars, theory courses, and a final
project. Studio practice accounts for two thirds of the programme. The work is
crystallised in the MA project. Main emphasis is on the development of the students’
art practice, but they must also submit a thesis as a written analysis of their practice
and a reflective supplement to their project. The students present their MA project at
an MA Degree Exhibition, which is held jointly with the MA Design Programme.
The projects do not have to be limited to the exhibition and can be presented as
another form of a public event or an engagement with an audience.
BA Programme structure & delivery
BA students are assigned professors upon admission to the Programme based on the
emphasis of their work. The three professors specialise in areas of sculpture, painting,
and time-based methods, though they all work progressively and widely within their
7

fields of expertise. The students’ supervising professors are their main educational
advisors, who support and monitor the development of their work and their
educational progress. If needed, students can rotate between professors during their
studies. This should be addressed in writing to the Dean of the Department.
Students meet with their professors individually at least once every semester and take
part in professors’ seminars, Discussions, 9-12 times each semester. Here, the main
focus is on students’ work and development. Students present their work to the group,
in addition to attending lectures and participating in discussions on various topics in
the context of contemporary art. Field trips are organised to museums and artists’
studios. At the end of each semester, students present an updated portfolio of works to
their supervising professors, along with a short written report highlighting the
development of their work. This has proven to be an important part of the professors’
dialogue with their students; students discuss the positives and negatives of their
courses, discuss their experiences of the programme as a whole and practice their
writing and analytical skills in preparation for the BA thesis.
A large number of courses (approx. 15 each academic year), are taught by part-time
lecturers and visiting artists.
Students have access to specialised technical tutorials and thematic courses from the
supervisors of the video, print, photography, and wood/metal workshops. This part of
the students’ introduction and training is a vital part of the Department’s curricular
structure and emphasis.
The students’ work is critiqued and analysed throughout the programme, in regular
group reviews and in seminar’s held by professors.
BA Studies (180 ECTS)
BA

Week

1

2

3

4

1 st year

Artistic
Practice

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Modern Art History - Academic Writing

Theory

Photo

Wood

Printing

Video

Wood

Printing

Video

Photo.

Methods

Processing
Printing

Video

Photo

16

17

Wood

Elective
technical
courses
Elective
technical
courses
Elective
technical
courses
Elective
technical
courses

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Various courses - Artistic Various courses - Artistic
Practice
Practice
Conclusion
Various courses - Artistic Various courses - Artistic
Practice
Practice

Various courses - Artistic Various courses - Artistic
Practice
Practice

Surface

Artistic
Practice

18

Contemporary Art History and Theory - Contemparary Visual Cultural Studies

Dialogue

Space

2nd year

Time

Various courses - Artistic Various courses - Artistic
Practice
Practice

Independant Studies

Conclusion

Independant Studies

Theory

Icelandic Visual Art - Art Theory

Art Theory

Artistic
Practice

Professor's Studio

BA Project

Theory

Icelandic Visual Art - Art Theory

Art Theory

3rd year

All years

Artistic
Practice /
Theory

Discourse

1st year
ECTS

Theory

Obligatory 10 ECTS

2nd year
ECTS

Theory

Artistic PracticeObligatory 2 ECTS

Elective

18 ECTS

3rd year
ECTS

Theory

Elective

8 ECTS

Artistic PracticeObligatory 20 ECTS
Obligatory 10 ECTS
Obligatory 2 ECTS

Artistic PracticeObligatory 20 ECTS

TOTAL
30 ECTS
TOTAL
30 ECTS
TOTAL
30 ECTS

Theory

Obligatory 8 ECTS

Elective

2 ECTS

Artistic Practice Obligatory 6 ECTS

Elective

14 ECTS

Theory

Elective

10 ECTS

Artistic Practice Obligatory 6 ECTS

Elective

14 ECTS

Theory

Obligatory 4 ECTS

Elective

6 ECTS

Artistic Practice Obligatory 6 ECTS

Elective

14 ECTS

TOTAL
30
ECTS
TOTAL
30
ECTS
TOTAL
30
ECTS

Figure 4 Structure of BA Programmes
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FIRST YEAR
The focus is on stimulating the students’ visual creative abilities by introducing them
to various methods and techniques. Theory courses’ emphases lie in expanding the
students’ basic knowledge and understanding of international art history, as well as
teaching contemporary visual studies, and enhancing academic writing skills and
procedures.
To begin with the work focuses on conceptual development and sketchmaking,
followed by introductory courses to the workshop facilities. Towards the end of the
first semester, students are to present their work for a group review. For the first
weeks of the spring semester, students develop their knowledge of techniques further
through a selection of four workshop courses with a more concentrated focus on a
particular method (e.g. painting techniques, moulding, metalwork, printmaking, darkroom, animation). Two five-week joint studio courses for students in the first and
second years of the BA Programme are offered each spring. Students can choose
between four courses within each programme that offer a selection of themes and
approaches. For the remaining 3 weeks of the spring semester, first and second year
students are joined again in their respective year-groups for Conclusion.
Foundation theory courses on international modern and contemporary art along with
academic writing are mandatory. In addition to these courses, students can choose one
or two elective art theory courses.

SECOND YEAR
In the second year, students choose one of three semester-long courses: Space, Time
or Surface. The three professors supervise the courses according to their field of
expertise. Here, the students are expected to extend and enhance their knowledge
within a more concentrated area of artistic practice. The three courses also share and
discuss methods of developing one’s work and presenting it. Towards the end of the
courses, students work on independent projects to exhibit in a final review / group
critique of all 2nd year students, professors and an invited guest artist or curator.
Sometimes this takes place at a public exhibition venue in the city.
All 2nd year BA students at the IAA enter the interdisciplinary course Dialogue for a
period of two weeks at the beginning of the spring semester. This is followed by two
5 week workshop courses offered jointly to students in the first and second years of
the BA Programme (see above). There is a possibility of choosing Independent
Studies as one of the workshops for students in their 2nd year. For the remaining 3
weeks of the spring semester, second year students are joined again in their respective
year-group for Conclusion.
In the second year of study, students start to develop theoretical understanding in
relation to their own art practice, as well as expanding their knowledge in art theory.
Students attend a mandatory course on Icelandic art history. In addition, students
select from a wide variety of specialised courses offered at the Department of Fine
Art, other IAA departments or from the Art History and Theory Programme at the
University of Iceland.

THIRD YEAR
The structure of the third year is aimed towards the preparation and delivery of the
BA project.
The autumn semester is divided into three separate courses, each led by one of the
Department’s three professors, along with invited guest lecturers, artists and theorists.
9

The first course, Process and Conceptual Approach, is conceived as a platform for
the exchange of opinion and critique, as well as discussion about processes and
methodology related to these. The second course focuses on Students’ Writing and
the Relationship of Text and Image. For the final course of the autumn, students
compose a proposal for a small Private Exhibition. Students, guest artists and
supervisors engage in critical discussion about the exhibitions.
In the theoretical part of the studies, the focus is on elective courses that students
select in the context of their independent art practice or interests in art theory. Early in
the autumn semester, students start preparation work for the written thesis that is part
of the BA project. The students attend a mandatory seminar where they discuss and
reflect on academic thesis writing in relation to their own artistic processes, and the
artistic and theoretical influences of their individual endeavour. Each student is
assigned a tutor.
The written thesis is handed in at the beginning of the spring semester.
Students work independently on their BA projects in the final semester and regularly
sign up for interviews and receive guidance from their supervising professors and
other tutors. Emphasis is placed on students developing their own ideas, working on
these and finding suitable ways of presentation.
The BA graduation project is presented in a group exhibition at the Reykjavik Art
Museum, along with the works of BA graduates from the Department of Design and
Architecture.
A jury of one external examiner and the three professors of the Department assesses
project works for the exhibition for a BA Degree in Fine Art. The external examiner
leads the review, and the professors’ role is to guard the interest of their supervising
students in the process and provide further insight into the work when needed. For the
past three years, the external examiner has been sought from abroad. This experience
has been positive, both with regard to the assessment itself as well as in establishing a
valuable dialogue and support for the academic staff with regard to curricular
structure and understanding of students’ learning process as a whole.

MA PROGRAMME STRUCTURE & DELIVERY
The core of the MA programme takes place in the students’ studios at the
Department. The foundation is laid from the beginning with the student’s study
proposal, a short description of artistic intent and aims. The students work steadily on
further implementation and development of their work in consultation with the
department’s professors and visiting artists/lecturers. In the studio, the students have
regular discussions with their tutors, who are either artists or academics in the field of
the fine art. A great deal is expected from students in terms of independent
procedures. The MA Programme Director ultimately supervises the students’ work
and is responsible for their progression and assessments. At the end of each of the
first three semesters, there is an individual review (with portfolio presentation) of the
students’ work, with the MA Programme Director, the programme director of art
theory and an external guest, a specialist in the field of fine art. Group reviews are
held at a regular interval throughout the study time.
Students have the opportunity to work on an independent research project in relation
to their own area of interest in order to further develope their practice. In the Fine Art
Seminar, the profession’s specialist subjects are discussed in order to place students’
artistic practice in the context of art history and theory. The seminar is intended to
10

increase students’ ability and knowledge in applying critical thought; to analyse the
special characteristics of visual language and visual expression. The professional
environment of the arts is reflected upon and students present and discuss their own
work.
MA Studies (120 ECTS)
MA

Week

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

Dea

Intro /
StudioPpractic ling
e

Studio Practice

Studio Practice

1 st year

Contemporary Art Theory

Contemporary Art Theory

Theory

MA Seminar

Theory

MA Thesis Seminar / Contemporary Art Theory

Studio
Practice

Studio Practice

MA Project

2nd year

Both years

1 st year
ECTS
2nd year
ECTS

Artistic
Practice /
Theory
Theory
Theory / Artistic Practice
Artistic Practice
Theory
Theory / Artistic Practice
Artistic Practice

MA Fine Art Seminar (obligatory for 1st, 2nd , 3rd, elective for 4th semester)
Obligatory 8 ECTS
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory
Obligatory

4 ECTS
18 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
18 ECTS

Theory

TOTAL
Theory / Artistic Practice
30 ECTS Artistic Practice
Elective

4 ECTS

TOTAL
30 ECTS

Theory / Artistic Practice

Obligatory 2 ECTS
Obligatory 4 ECTS
Obligatory 18 ECTS
Obligatory 30 ECTS

Elective 6 ECTS

TOTAL
30
ECTS
TOTAL
30
ECTS

Figure 5 Stucture of MA Programme

Students also attend interdisciplinary seminiars that are mandatory for all MA
students of the IAA. The seminar forms the foundation of students’ theoretical studies
at the MA level. In the seminar research methods are discussed with special emphasis
on research in the arts and the integration of artistic practice and research, along with
academic procedures. A course in contemporary art theory is obligatory for the first
semester but the programme offers furthermore a variety of elective theory courses
during the studies, both MA and BA level (half the credits).
The third semester of the programme includes a seminar to prepare students for the
writing of a thesis for the MA degree and to strengthen their specialist area of
research and theoretical assumptions. At the beginning of the fourth semester, the
Master student’s exposition and draft for the MA project is in place, in addition to a
project plan, agreed by the two programme directors, of MA Fine Art and of Theory,
and in consultation with each student’s MA project supervisor.
For their MA project, students are to hold a public exhibition, either in the form of a
presentation of work or works, or in the form of a performance, or an event. Artistic
practice takes first place but the student is also to submit a thesis. The thesis shall be
about the student’s project, demonstrate a good understanding and knowledge of
context, history, and cultural references, as well as placing the MA project within the
context of contemporary art. The thesis is reviewed separately but the MA project is
assessed as a whole by an external examiner, the supervisor of each of the projects
along with the two programme directors. Assessment of the project is based on the
integration of artistic presentation and critical analysis. When an assessment of the
MA project has taken place, students have the opportunity to review their thesis,
taking into consideration advice and comments that have emerged in the assessment
of the final project for a reflective final chapter, in addition to documenting the work
and prepare for publication.
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REFLECTIONS

§

§

§

The mixed-level teaching in the BA Programme has resulted in a more
complex group dynamic between the two year-groups, a dialogue that has
proven beneficial for all and encourages student autonomy and peer
assessment. The set-up also increases the variety of courses the Department is
able to offer each spring semester. It creates conflict with regard to the
learning outcomes and the measuring of students’ systematic build-up of
knowledge. A way to deal with this aspect is to define different parameters for
grading students’work and educational processes from one year to the next.
The informal and frequent dialogue between professors and students can be
positive in many ways, but the sentiment is that a certain level of distance is
also necessary. Students express a positive experience of being able to access
more than one professor at a time by attending longer workshops under the
supervision of another professor.
The Department is aware of the unusually high profile of the BA graduation
exhibition, which may be related to the fact that until this last autumn, the BA
Degree was the highest-level education in fine art offered in Iceland. With the
establishing of the MA Programme, this is one aspect of curricular emphasis
the Department will reconsider. It could be that the BA graduation exhibition
is too much of an overall factor in the students’ learning process. There is
evidence that BA level studies are being defined and measured on a level
comparable to MA studies, i.e. great demands on students’ capacity for
independence and professional conclusion and presentation of their work. Yet,
this can also be seen as the Department’s characteristic strength and
advantage, and of much value for students’development and understanding
of their professional environment.

FORMAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR STUDENTS TO RECEIVE
GUIDANCE
In the first days of their studies, students receive information about the Academy’s
structure, rules and services. They meet with the Dean of the Department, Professors /
Programme Directors and other Department faculty and staff. They receive
information about support services, available facilities and how to use the MySchool
IT system. The Student Union meets with new students and students receive the
Student Handbook with information about the IAA.
Student progression and achievement
Students’ progress and performance in each course is graded and reviewed by the
supervising teacher (professor or part-time lecturer).
The IAA publishes a comparative scale as a reference for teachers. For courses that
deliver 6 ECTS or below at the BA level and 8 ECTS or below at the MA level, the
Head of Department can permit a simple Failed or Passed grade.
Students are unable to move on to the next year if their progression falls behind by 12
ECTS or more. This applies to both the BA and the MA programmes. In such cases,
students may repeat failed mandatory courses as part-time students at the Department.
Once they have passed the required minimum of credits, they can continue with the
programme in the following year.
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According to IAA rules, teachers are not obligated to deliver a written review of
students’ work, but they are strongly encouraged to do so in the Department of Fine
Art. Although some teachers prefer to give an oral assessment of students’ work,
most courses are concluded with a written statement to students along with a grade.
The two separate scoring rubrics, for artistic practice and for theory, are under
revision.
The BA curriculum presents a structure for the programme that guides and monitors
the progress of students through their three years of study. Given this, there is a
certain amount of flexibility for students to design their own pathway, e.g. with a
number of elective courses and exchange studies abroad. Students are responsible for
their own progression and completion of compulsory courses.
At the end of the third semester, when students are half way through their studies,
individual interviews are scheduled with the Dean and their supervising professor
where each student’s progress and achievement is assessed and discussed. This seems
to be an appropriate point in time as it provides time for students and teachers to
react.
SEE APPENDIX E. SCORING RUBRICS
AND THE IAA TEACHERS HANDBOOK:
HTTP://ENGLISH.LHI.IS/FILES/2008/09/LHI_HANDBOOK_2012_WEB.PDF

Interdisciplinary subjects
Ever since foundation, one of the main goals of the Iceland Academy of the Arts has
been to be a place where students can explore and engage in interdisciplinary studies
in the arts. The Department of Fine Art engages in interdisciplinary courses with
other departments on a regular basis, and an average of 3 interdisciplinary studio /
technical workshop courses are available each year in the Department. Together, the
IAA departments offer on average around 15 inter-departmental theory courses that
are open to all students. Many theoretical courses at the Department are run in
collaboration with the Department of Art History and Theory at the University of
Iceland. Furthermore, the Department is actively engaged in working with local
artists, organisations, institutions and companies on special projects and in studio
courses.
Dialogue is the only mandatory interdisciplinary course at the IAA, intended for all
2nd year BA students for a period of two weeks. There, the possibilities of various art
forms are explored through a dialogue based on a shared theme. The supervision of
this course rotates between the departments. At MA level, there is a shared weekly
seminar course for all students (Music, Design, and Fine Art) along with a week-long
joint workshop, Dealing, each autumn. In the spring, MA students can submit a
proposal for participation in the IAA’s annual conference, Hugarflug. The MA
Programme has opened up a much-needed pathway for exploring further
interdisciplinary possibilities within the IAA, as the curriculum is more streamlined in
structure, while also independently tailored to each student’s preferences.
SEE APPENDIX:
F. INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES & COURSES OPEN BETWEEN
DEPARTMENTS
G. COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
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REFLECTIONS

§

§

§

§

§

Concerns have been raised regarding the number of courses in the BA
Programme. The variety of part-time lecturers and the diversity of courses
offered to students each year are of great value, ensuring multiple viewpoints
and dynamics in the learning environment. It seems, however, that the
structure might be too complex and fragmented. There is a danger of
overloading students with work and that the frequency of assessments and
grades prevents an overview of the individual learning process. This, along
with the managing of many loose-bound and short-term involvements of
part-time lecturers, adds considerable workload to the Department’s
permanent staff. A simpler structure of fewer courses and reduced teaching
hours would result in a more flexible and open structure for both staff and
students, granting students more space for independent work and reflection,
as well as feeding the added emphasis on research projects and collaborative
projects more effectively into the curriculum.
Students described a lack of conformity between some of the aims stated in
the course description and the actual implementation of the course. With this
in mind, the Academic Coordinator has gone through course descriptions.
This needs to be followed up regularly to ensure that the criteria of each
course are clear to students.
Part-time lecturers are encouraged to give written feedback to students along
with grading their work. Students complain of a lack thereof. To improve
this, a minimum requirement of a written report will be put out to all teachers
at the Department, along with guidelines. Teachers will still have the option
of an oral report in addition to this.
The main challenges the Department faces with regard to interdisciplinary
studies is lack of coordination of time schedules between departments as well
as different needs of each discipline with regards to technical training and
balance between mandatory and elective courses. This is mainly a problem at
the BA level. Experience shows that courses with a technical focus are easier
to set up between departments than courses dealing with artistic practice. In
those cases, it must be ensured that they serve all parties involved.
The fact that the IAA is based in three different locations in the city is
indisputably an obstacle to fully using opportunities of interdisciplinary
studies within the IAA.

ROLE OF RESEARCH IN THE CURRICULUM
The Department has participated in various research projects each year since its
foundation. The projects have either been practice or theory based, with some
bridging both areas. There is a growing interest within the Department to seek ways
of uniting studio courses and technical workshop courses with theoretical aspects of
contemporary art. This has already been done to a certain extent through professors’
and part-time lecturers’ use of theory within the studio and technical workshop
courses, e.g. courses in the history and making of artist’s book, the avant-garde in
today’s art practice, personal documentation in photography and the collaborative
research project Narratives at work, to name a few recent examples. For some of the
theory courses, students are given the option of delivering an artwork based on a
given theme or research question for assessment. The aim is now to activate each
professor’s specialised field of expertise and research even further within the
14

curriculum. To bridge better the existing gap between the professors own art practice
and research and their teaching. The implementation of the MA Programme will
increase the research aspect of the Department’s curriculum as a whole and further
optimise the support of technique and theory for the objective of artistic practice.

INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES
INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY
The Iceland Academy of the Arts actively participates in international cooperation.
The Academy is a member of two extensive international cooperative ventures;
the NordPlus Lifelong Learning Programme organised by the Nordic Council of
Ministers, and the EU programme LLP Erasmus. Both of these programmes include
teacher and student exchanges in addition to other collaborations. The IAA has made
bilateral agreements with more than 100 higher education institutions in Europe
through Erasmus. Within NordPlus, the Academy participates in several different
thematic networks with 90 partner schools in the Nordic and Baltic areas.
The Academy has been awarded the DS label by the European Commission, LLP for
Higher Education. The Diploma Supplement (DS) accompanies a higher education
diploma, providing a standardized description of the nature, level, context, content
and status of the studies completed by its holder. The Academy uses the European
Credit Tansfer System (ECTS). ECTS makes teaching and learning in higher
education more transparent across Europe and facilitates the recognition and quality
assurance of all studies.
Exchange Students from the department

Exchange Students to the department
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The Department cooperates with 37 academies and universities in Europe as part of
the Erasmus/Socrates educational programme. The IAA was awarded the Erasmus
Quality Award in 2012. The Erasmus Quality Award stands for accomplishment in
the Erasmus programme. This award is a European recognised “kite mark” of best
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practice and innovation, which is given to institutions that are successful in
supporting, monitoring and promoting student and staff mobility on a high level.
Additionally, the Academy received the Leonardo Quality Award in 2012. This is a
best-practice award with regard to placements, and since 2007 the Academy has
carried out five placement projects offering close to thirty graduates support in
making internship abroad in their specialised area of study.
Within Nordplus, the Department participates in KUNO, an ambitious Nordic-Baltic
network of 17 fine art academies. These institutions commit to the continued
development of higher education in fine art through cooperation and a wide range of
project activities. The network was voted best-practice model by the Nordic Council
of Ministers in 2007, as a leading network with regard to the implementation of
student mobility. The collaboration is based on the exchange of students and teachers,
in addition to specific collaborative projects.
In addition to this, the Department increasingly interacts with arts schools in the USA
through the Fulbright Scholar Program.
During the academic year 2012-2013, the Department received 16 exchange students
in total. The number of applications exceeded the number of available study places by
far; the Department received a total of 52 applications that academic year. The
selection of incoming students is based on the portfolio and motivation as well as
partnership agreements and staff resources.
SEE APPENDIX:
C. ICELAND ART ACADEMY RULES, CHAPTER V
AND THE IAA HANDBOOK FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND TEACHERS
HTTP://ENGLISH.LHI.IS/FILES/2008/09/LHI_HANDBOOK_2012_WEB.PDF ).

INTERNATIONAL STRATEGY AS REFLECTED IN THE CURRICULUM
Students are encouraged to take part in the mobility programmes of both Erasmus and
Nordplus. The International Office of IAA organises introductory meetings in every
semester where opportunities for student exchanges and internship are presented.
Furthermore, there is a sharing meeting on an annual basis, where students who have
returned from an exchange or internship abroad share their experiences. BA students
can choose to take a semester abroad during their 2nd year of study, or during the first
semester of their third year. MA students can travel in their 2nd or 3rd semester of
study.
The Department participates in international collaborative projects on a regular basis
and each semester visitors from abroad are brought into the programmes as visiting
lecturers and teachers.

LANGUAGE
As the IAA is the only higher education institution in fine art in Iceland and the
majority of students are Icelandic, the language of instruction at the BA level is
Icelandic. Foreign students on the BA level must be prepared to meet this challenge.
The MA Programme in fine art is an international programme and the language of
instruction is English. Most teachers, students, and staff have a good level of English.
The Department receives a number of guest teachers from abroad each semester, and
in those instances the language of instruction is English. Exams and final projects can
be submitted in English and the Nordic languages.
Exchange students are expected to have a good level of English. Special
arrangements are made to allow them to benefit from the BA Programme on an
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individual basis and there are two BA level theory courses in English on offer each
semester.
The IAA recently published a Language Policy. The Department is acutely aware of
its role in safeguarding the formulations and translations of terminology in the field
into the Icelandic language; to maintain and strengthen the use of Icelandic in the
professional context. To this end, the Department has e.g. been part of the research
project Vocabulary for the Fine Art since 2003.
SEE APPENDIX H. IAA LANGUAGE POLICY

REFLECTIONS

The Department considers it beneficial to practice use of both Icelandic and
English in delivery of courses, although this can cause complications at times,
such as a lack of depth in group discussions and in students’ writings. Student
exchange to and from the Department is a constant source of positive injection that
enriches the programmes. Considering the fact that English is the language most
commonly used in the field internationally, it is necessary for Icelandic students to
become acquainted with professional terms in English, while at the same time, it is
extremely important to safeguard and maintain the use of professional terms in the
Icelandic language through high quality translations and adaptations.
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3. STUDENT QUALIFICATIONS
ENTRANCE QUALIFICATIONS
The Department of Fine Art seeks talented and creative individuals with a solid basic
education and knowledge of art. To qualify as candidates, the applicants must meet
both general and specific requirements.

BACHELOR DEGREE
Applicants for the BA Programme must have completed upper secondary school or
received comparable training. The Academy may nevertheless admit applicants who
possess knowledge and experience deemed as sufficient preparation for the BA
degree at the Academy. The general rule, however, is that in order to qualify for such
an assessment, applicants must have completed at least 105 ECTS (of 140 ECTS).
The Dean proposes to the Rector which applicants should be granted the opportunity
to commence studies, based on these prerequisites and on the recommendations of the
Admissions Committee.
Specific requirements
Applicants must submit a portfolio of works along with a written statement describing
their aims and intentions with the studies. Generally, about half of the applicants who
meet the general requirements are invited for an interview with the Admissions
Committee. Those are applicants with the highest score when the portfolios have been
reviewed and graded anonymously. The Admissions Committee consists of 2 - 3
members of the Department’s academic staff, one external assessor and one MA
student. The Dean of the Department heads the Admissions Committee. The external
assessor is consciously sought amongst the younger generation of visual artists in
Iceland, preferably someone who has experience both of the Department and of
further education abroad. This implementation of an external viewpoint to the
application process has had a positive effect with regard to talents revealed.

MASTER DEGREE
Applicants must have a BA degree in Fine Art or related disciplines within art and
theory. Emphasis is placed on applicants possessing knowledge and competencies for
independent art practice with initiative and ability to follow their ideas through.
Applicants must submit a study proposal, describing their artistic intentions and
personal aims within the programme, in addition to a portfolio of recent works and
letters of recommendation. Interviews are conducted with applicants with the highest
score after the initial reviewing process of portfolios and written proposals.

ADMISSION PROCESS
BA STUDIES
§
§

The application deadline is in March.
The Admissions Committee is appointed by the Rector based on
recommendations from the Dean. The assessment process is twofold – a review
of portfolios and an interview based on the assessment. The Admissions
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§

§
§

Committee consists of 2 - 3 members from academic staff. One external assessor
(visual artist) and one MA student is also appointed to the Committee.
The assessment (grading) of portfolios is submitted to the Dean approximately 34 weeks after the application deadline. A selection of 40-45 applicants, the
highest scoring, are invited for an interview. The portfolio assessment is
anonymous.
Interviews with applicants are conducted and followed by a second grading from
each Committee member.
Results are mailed to applicants around mid-May.

MA STUDIES
§
§

§
§
§

The application deadline is in March.
The Admission Committee is appointed by the Rector based on
recommendations from the Dean. The admissions Committee consist of 3
members of the academic staff (MA Programme Director, the Departments
Programme Director for Art Theory, one professor) and one external assesor.
The portfolios and study proposals are reviewed.
Interviews with the highest scoring applicants.
Results are mailed to applicants around mid-May.

INFORMATION TO PROSPECTIVE
STUDENTS
The IAA Open Day is held each semester with the aim of introducing the Academy
and its departments to potential students. The Department Coordinator gives
introductions of the BA Fine Art programme in elementary schools. The Department
also receives groups of students from preparatory studies in the fine art, usually with
the presence of either the Dean or one of the professors.
The Department of Fine Art is presented on the IAA website in Icelandic and English.
Potential students can access information about the Department and its admission
procedures online.
Printed material is published with information for potential students. A brochure
about the IAA and its individual departments is published regularly. Printed material
and online material is consistent with the educational programmes offered by the
Department.
Printed publications have been reduced at the IAA over the last couple years for
financial reasons.
REFLECTIONS

The applicants’ anonymity during the portfolio review process has proven most
beneficial for the application process. In a small community, it’s important to
maintain this procedure and experience has proved that it greatly reduces conflict
in relations to admissions.
Exemptions from the admittance requirements need to be presented in a clear
manner, both as a set of rules for the Admissions Committee to follow, and as
information received by applicants.
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ALUMNI
The IAA is currently mapping and developing an Alumni Policy. Annual surveys
have been conducted among the Academy’s alumni community in the last few years.
The IAA General Alumni Survey provides information about IAA alumni but not for
each department individually. The Department of Fine Art conducted a separate
online survey among 2005-2011 alumni. Future general surveys have been improved
in 2013 so they can be used for individual departments. A general survey will be
conducted in December 2014.
The Fine Art Department survey was conducted in autumn 2012.

I do not work in the field of art
My work in the field of art is minor

Have
received a
graduate
degree in the
field of Fine
Arts
20%

7%

Intend to
continue my
studies in or
in relation to
the Fine Arts
Field
66%

11%

I somewhat work in the field of art
I mostly work in the field of art
Majority of my work is in the field of art

Figure 7 Employment in the Field of Art

35%
24%
22%

Have no
intentions
towards
further
studies
14%

Figure 8 Further studies

An email survey was sent to the 167 students who graduated in the preceding 7 years.
The response rate was 98/167 (59%).
85% of the participants thought that their studies had been very useful (39%) or rather
useful (46%). 86% of the participants had completed further studies after their
graduation in the field of fine art (20%) or had intentions to do so (66%). 22% of the
participants said the majority of their employment was within the field of fine art.
65% of the participants would recommend the study programme.
Participants were encouraged to comment on their experiences and around 17% did.
More than half expressed a lack of preparation for the professional environment of
the artist; teaching in practical matters such as application writing, tax matters and
marketing.
The practical indication from the survey is that further attention and space should be
given to the course The Professional Environment of the Artist. The Department has
already addressed this by enhancing the course on BA level and integrated into
seminar sessions on MA level. The Department intends to look at developing a course
that could be offered specifically to alumni as part of the review of the IAA’s Alumni
Policy. The course on professional environment of the artist had been structured
around lectures by professionals from various sectors of the field; art centers and
museum directors, gallerists, accountants and young as well as experienced artists,
but now also include assignments to encourage further engagement with the subject.
SEE APPENDIX I. THE IAA FINE ART DEPARTMENT ALUMNI 2005-2011 SURVEY
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
The IAA has an Equal Rights Policy that aims to ensure the equal rights of men and
women within the academic community through specific actions and by encouraging
active debate about equal rights in all areas of the Academy’s operations. The
Academy wants to ensure that its human resources – the talents of its employees and
its students – thrive as much as possible. The Equal Rights Policy is currently under
revision. The aim is to make the Policy also reflect equality in a broader sense.
SEE APPENDIX J. IAA EQUAL RIGHTS POLICY

REFLECTIONS

The survey outcome reflects the Department’s goals and mission in terms of
offering education to students who intend to become practitioners in the field of
the visual arts and often seek further studies to build upon their prior education.
The comparatively high number of graduated students who intend to seek further
studies, but have not yet done so, can in great part be attributed to the ISK
currency situation and the consequent increase in study fees. This situation is of
concern, as it is of much importance for Icelandic artists to have the option to
continue their studies abroad. The newly established MA Programme in Fine Art
at the IAA offers a valuable alternative and it is a milestone for developments in
the field in Iceland, but can never replace the invaluable experience of studies
abroad and the positive influences it brings to the local cultural environment.
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4. ACADEMIC FACULTY &
RESEARCH
ARTISTIC AND SCHOLARLY ACTIVITY
In accordance with the IAA’s policy, academic faculty and part-time lecturers at the
Department are all active as artists and scholars.

ACADEMIC FACULTY’S RESEARCH AND INNOVATION ACTIVITY
All faculty members with an R&I component in their employment contract document
their artistic and scholarly activities in the Academy online database for artistic R&I
output. Assessment criteria for R&I output are currently being developed. Completion
is estimated at the end of this academic year. The database portrays each faculty
member’s artistic practice, research activities, publications and participation in
conferences, public discourse, memberships and overall outreach to the professional
environment. On the basis of this documentation, an internal peer review meeting is
held every autumn where each member presents a summary of his or her activities for
the past year. Present in the meeting are all faculty members, the Dean, the Rector,
and the Director of the Research Service Centre.
Academic faculty within the Department is appointed with a specific percentage of
working hours for R&I activities, ranging from 14-30% of their total working hours
depending on their academic title.
SEE APPENDIX K. EXAMPLES OF PROFILES FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF FINE ART ACADEMIC FACULTY
WITH RESEARCH

RESEARCH STRATEGY
The IAA implements a Strategy for Research and Innovation, which is meant to
enhance and encourage R&I activities across the institution. There have been
conflicting views towards research within the institution that need to be clarified. The
Department is working towards defining specific R&I interests amongst the faculty
and to strategically integrate these into the curriculum. It is the sentiment of the
faculty that the element of research needs to be acknowledged and defined from the
standpoint of artistic practice. This is emphasised in the Department’s provision for a
Research Institute in Fine Art.

RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR FINE ART
A formal research venue for fine art is being developed within the Department for the
autumn of 2014. The intention is to bridge an existing gap between the output of the
professors as teachers and as professional artists, and theory tutors specific research
projects within their field. Students should be made aware of their tutors’ artistic
practice and research outside of the institution, and they should have the option to
engage with their research projects directly. The aim is to facilitate and strengthen the
integration of R&I with teaching activities to better serve the Department’s
educational goals, e.g. by establishing special courses that stem directly from faculty
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members’ R&I activities. This should also reinforce students’ understanding and
engagement with the professional environment of the arts.

INTERNAL FUNDING AND SUPPORT
Faculty members have access to a support fund, the Professional Development Fund,
serving the academic staff across all departments (ISK 2 million annually). Planned
establishment of a Research Fund and a Publication Fund on an institutional level
have been suspended for now due to budget cuts. The IAA also offers research
sabbaticals to its academic staff members. A framework is being developed for
sabbaticals.
The Dean allocates funding for professional development (travel grants) in relation to
specific projects.
SEE APPENDIX:
L. REGULATIONS OF THE IAA PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FUND
B. ACADEMIC FACULTY, STAFF, PART TIME LECTURERS AND VISITING ARTISTS 2010-2013

REFLECTIONS

Despite the IAA enjoys financing for R&I Support services, it has not succeeded
in optaining official agreement with the Ministry of Education, Culture and
Science for its R&I activities and has therefore not been able to invest enough time
or resources in that component of academic work. The Ministry of Education and
Culture has not formally recognised artistic R&I, although there might be an
informal understanding of the importance and relevance of such work in relation
to teaching and learning, as well as to society in a broader sense. The IAA has a
strong focus on bolstering R&I, although it is still striving to design an
infrastructure to accommodate this, in addition to advocating for this need with the
authorities.
Almost six years after the foundation of a Research Center at the IAA, it is the
sentiment of the academic staff that a practical output and development of actual
research projects that feed into their teaching and professional life is long overdue.
Furthermore, they believe that an initiative from within the Department would
highlight the importance of the matter and help to secure institutional financing
from the Ministry.
One of the key components for developing a well-functioning research culture in
the Department, is to set up a platform for staff where they can discuss their
research interests on a regular basis. As the Research Center is centralised at the
main office the Department needs to secure more immediate contact with the
Center through regular visiting hours at the Department. Feedback to staff is key
to successful research operation.

QUALIFICATIONS AS EDUCATORS
The institution’s document, ‘Rules on Appointments at the Iceland Academy of the
Arts’, clearly specifies the advertisements, application process, committee evaluation
procedures, and final decision protocols for all long-term teaching and administrative
positions at the Academy. The Academy emphasises an equal opportunity process in
hiring staff
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The main criteria for the appointment of academic staff are qualifications in their
field of expertise and a strong reputation, along with teaching experience and
experience of academic practices. To date, the focus for the selection and
appointment of professors has been to seek artists within the three main emphases of
contemporary art-making; 2D, 3D, and time-based mediums. The addition of the 4th
position should take into account the extension of the programme to the MA level
with a growing emphasis on research and students’ independent work methods. The
position of Programme Director of Art Theory has been aimed at professionals with a
focus on development and research within contemporary art. The 50% additional
position to theory faculty will likewise be aimed at serving the broadening student
group by focusing on research topics that relate to the programmes’ development as
an international programme of specific local characteristics, with regard to
community and nature, history, and contemporary culture.
SEE APPENDIX:
M. RULES ON APPOINTMENTS AT THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS
N. STUDENTS´ COURSE, TEACHER AND SELF-EVALUATIONS
0. IAA CODE OF ETHICS

SIZE AND COMPOSITION OF THE
ACADEMIC FACULTY
Permanent academic staff in the Department consists of 11 people in 7.4 full
positions: Dean, four professors, and six adjuncts. Part-time lecturers are around 40
each academic year (equivalent to around 3.5 full positions), or 30% of the
Department’s academic faculty. In addition, approximately 25 artists/theorists are
invited to give lectures or take part in group reviews of students’ work each year. This
year, the Department has played host to around 15 foreign guests to the programmes.
The student – teacher ratio is 11/1 (including the Dean). If part-time lecturers are
included, the student – teacher ratio is 8/1.
It is the policy of the IAA that academic faculty hold a position for a maximum of
eight years. This policy is being discussed within the IAA, but the general consensus
is that with such a policy in place, a certain degree of renewal and flexibility is
ensured.
SEE APPENDIX C. THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS – RULES, CHAPTER VI
Academic Faculty

Places

Dean

Teaching Management
100%

-

Professor

Sculpture

1

55%

15%

30%

Professor

Painting

1

55%

15%

30%

Professor

Time based

1

55%

15%

30%

Professor

MA Programme Director

1

44%

26%

30%

Adjunct Lecturer

Art Theory Programme Director 1

55%

25%

20%

Adjunct Lecturer

Art Theory

0.5

75%

10%

Adjunct

Print

0.5

13%

11%

76%

-

Adjunct

Video

1

18%

-

82%

-

Adjunct

Photography

0.5

18%

-

82%

-

Adjunct

Metal and Wood

0.5

18%

-

82%

-

3.5

100%

-

-

-

12.5

5.0

2.2

3.2

1.5

Part Time Lecturers

1

Service R&I

15%

Figure 9 - Academic faculty in the Department of Fine Art fall 2013
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STAFF DEVELOPMENT
The Department has worked with a close-knit group of part-time lecturers and
lecturers from the very beginning, but would like to make optimal use of their talents
by further incorporating them into its management, strategy, and curricular
development. It is considered necessary to formalise a mutual commitment with parttime lecturers for an extended period of time and to invite them for regular teachertraining workshops with other teaching staff. Staff development in general needs
improvement. This seems to be the case within the IAA overall. There is consensus
that good practice needs to be shared across the Academy. One way of doing this
would be to re-establish the position of the Director of Teaching and Learning
Services. A committee of academic co-ordinators sharing experiences between
departments would support learning and teaching processes across the Academy, as
well as being beneficial for detecting interdisciplinary possibilities.
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5. RESOURCES AND ORGANISING
STRUCTURES
FACILITIES
The IAA is located in three buildings in different parts of Reykjavik. The Department
of Fine Art shares 4,463 m2 facilities with the Department of Art Education. The
Departments private facilities count just over 2500 m2 (calculating 50% share in
work shop facilties) or around 23 m2 pr. student. ranging from 7 m2 (BA 1st year) to
12 m2 (BA 3rd year) and 17m2 per MA student.
The Department’s facilities have great potential for further development, as they are
spacious and conveniently raw in structure. For the last few years, they have
insufficiently served the Department’s needs. The main reason is lack of long-term
planning. Concerns have been raised in meetings with officials, but the housing
problem of the Academy has still not been solved after more than 12 years of formal
discussions. Today, this is the main burden and source of conflict and costs for all
departments.

FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT
The Department of Fine Art has four workshop facilities: print, photography,
wood/metal workshops, which are shared with the Department of Design and
Architecture, and the video lab, which is run solely by the Department of Fine Art.
Instruction takes place in the workshops and supervisors provide support to students
and consultations to other teachers. The workshops are satisfactory adequate and
much of the equipment has recently been renewed.

THE FINE ART LIBRARY, ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
The IAA Library operates in all three locations of the Academy – serving the whole
of the academic community as well as the public.
The Fine Art Collection is built on the original Arts and Crafts School’s library and
counts approximately 27,000 items. The collection is in constant development and
purchasing is done in close cooperation with the Departments’ programme directors
and faculty.
In addition to the physical library, users have access to a selection of electronic
databases and e-journals through the Iceland Consortium (IC). The IC is a service
agreement between the National and University Library of Iceland and the Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture for providing academic and scholarly content to
anyone online with an Icelandic Service Provider and an Icelandic IP number. The
IAA is a participating institution in this service, and also caters to students and faculty
of all departments by providing access to expert databases and e-journals within each
discipline. The Library is open Monday to Friday. Access to a computer for dyslexic
people is available at the Library.
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FINE ART LIBRARY IN NUMBERS
Physical items

27.000 titles

Journals in print:

16 titles

Electronic journal titles in special subscription

700 titles

Full text e-journal titles in the national consortium

17.600 titles

THE RESEARCH SERVICE CENTRE
The formal and systematic integration of R&I into the IAA’s overall aims and
activities was initiated in September 2007 with the establishment of the Research
Service Centre. The Centre’s aim is to support research activities at the Academy, as
well as to encourage and enhance the production of knowledge and understanding in
arts various fields. The Research Centre organises regular platforms for discussion on
R&I where staff members present their professional career and personal practice in
their respective fields.
The IAA contributes financially to a self-organised network consisting of staff
members who are also PhD students or working on formal research projects. Two
members of the Department’s staff participate in this initiative. The group meets
regularly to discuss each other’s projects, occasionally inviting guest lecturers to the
meetings.

SUPPORT STAFF
Three departmental representatives are employed in the Department of Fine Art: a
Department Coordinator (100%). An Academic Coordinator (50% from January
2013) and a Service Assistant (100%) (shared with the department of Art Education).
The Department is also served by support staff from the IAA’s main office: Research
Services, Technical Services, Library and Information Services, and the International
Office. A Student Counsellor position is to be filled again in autumn 2013.
REFLECTIONS

The current process of hiring academic staff for three years x 2, with the
possibility of additional 2 years, is not beneficial to the Department. The
Department would prefer contracts for a period of 5 years, with the possibility of
10 years maximum.
It would be more effective if there would be one general hiring committee,
responsible for all competency assessments at the IAA.
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FINANCIAL RESOURCES
The IAA is a self-governing institution that operates on a contract with the Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture. It receives 80% of its funding from the Ministry
and 20% from student fees. The contract allows for a minimum of 385 students and a
maximum of 600 students. The number of students is a calculated number from 3
years prior to the funded year. The number of full-time students funded in 2012 =
20% of full-time students 2009 + 60% of full-time students 2010 + 20% of full-time
students 2011. This method acts as a buffer for the number of students funded each
year. For the academic year of 2013, this number was 355 BA students, 20 Diploma
students, and 19 MA students.
In 2012, funds from the Ministry per student were ISK 771,000 to ISK 3,145,000,
depending on the department. Extra funds are then added for each graduated student,
and finally there is a contribution towards MA studies.
Only 6% of the funds granted to the IAA are earmarked for research. The percentage
for the University of Iceland is 35% and for Reykjavik University 21%. It is on the
IAA agenda to increase funding for research considerably in the upcoming
negotiations with the Ministry for future funding.
Between 2008 and 2012, the Government cut funds to the IAA by 20% due to the
difficult economic situation in Iceland – but for 2013 there were no further cuts.
The IAA budget for the academic year 2012-2013 was finalised in August 2012 and
sent to the Ministry for approval. The budget is planned from March to August and is
a cooperative effort of the Deans, the Managing Director, and the Rector.
Additional cuts were made in the summer of 2012, when it became clear that the IAA
was heading for a deficit of ISK 85 million, the first deficit in its 12 year history,
mostly due to the relocation of the Department of Design and Architecture and the
Main Office. The cuts to the budget, plus an ISK 35 million extra contribution from
the Ministry in December, has helped but budget is still tight.
In addition to these costs, the Department’s share of IAA operating costs could be
calculated as a percentage of IAA students attending the Department and would give
some idea of total costs. 21% of total = ISK 105,000,000
FINE ART BUDGET
Salary and wages

59.975.962

Office and administrative costs

1.387.000

Tools and equipment

3.940.000

Other operating costs (travel costs, materials, student costs)

4.610.000

TOTAL COSTS

69.912.962
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REFLECTIONS

§
§

§

§

§

Students and faculty are pleased with their library service overall but regularly
request extended opening hours into evenings and weekends.
The Department’s budgeting is bound to the IAA Main Office and the
Academy as a whole is subject to government policies. This fact considerably
reduces the Department’s independence and is an obstacle when it comes to
long-term strategy and forming an action plan towards its aims. Although key
financial information can be accessed, the information is generally not discussed
or placed in an overall context within the Academy. The lesson from this
experience would be to increase the transparency and dialogue between
departments.
The cutbacks have gravely affected the academic development of the
Department in the past few years but despite this the Department’s priority
continues to be the safeguarding of the quality of education. The learning and
teaching environment of the Department remains good, with hard working,
positive staff and enthusiastic students. In this regard, the introduction of the
MA Programme was a big boost.
The Department would like to be able to provide students with the necessary
software programmes for their own personal computers, in accordance with the
demands for the delivery of the portfolio of works and written papers. This is
something other universities in Iceland have been doing for years but an overall
policy (and funding) is still lacking at the IAA.
Printing has been a constant source of problem and frustration for students but
steps have now been made to resolve this issue by outsourcing the services.

ORGANISATION AND DECISION-MAKING
PROCESSES
ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE
Figure 10 shows the organizational structure as reflected in the Academy’s
regulations. The IAA’s deans lead operations and supervise the teaching within each
department and have final authority over matters concerning studies and students’
academic progress.
Rector

Dean
Department Council

BA (180 ECTS) / MA (120 ECTS)
Administrative staff
Academic Coordinator

Professor, Sculpture
Professor, Painting
Professor, Time based
Professor, MA Programme Director

Support staff from the IAA Main Office

Art Theory , Programme Director

Fine Art Department Coordinator
Fine Art / Arts Education Service Assisstant
Other staff from Main Office

Figure 10 organizational structure

Art Theory, Adjunct
Workshops/labs
Photo Supervisor, Adjunct
Metal/Moulding Supervisor
Print Supervisor, Director, Adjunct
Video Supervisor, Adjunct
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The Dean leads the development of a strategy and an action plan for the Department
and is responsible to the Rector, the Managing Director and the Board.
Communication within the Department is informal, active and unconstrained and
consensus is sought in all matters of curricular affairs. There is a streamlined structure
with a distribution of responsibilities to the 3 professors / programme directors, the
workshop supervisors, the Programme Director of Art Theory, the Academic
Coordinator and the Departmental Coordinator.
Department Council
The Department Council serves as an advisory board to the Dean on academic
matters. In addition to the Dean and the permanent teaching staff, two student
representatives have seats on the Council. The Dean presides over the work of the
Council and serves as its Chair. Meetings are held at least twice per semester.
Strategic affairs are also discussed and preparations made for upcoming semesters
during the Organisation and Planning Week each semester.
The Academic Council
The Academic Council is a consultative and information-sharing forum for
administrators, teachers, and students of the Academy. The Council discusses the
Academy’s professional objectives, its performance and quality of education and
supports the Rector and the Board in making decisions regarding academic issues.
Among issues put forth for the Council’s review are matters such as proposals for
course setup, benchmarking of course quality and course requirements, policies on
research and artistic practice, as well as broader definitions of the Academy’s values
and its role.
Apart from the Rector, the Academic Council consists of departmental deans,
representatives of the Academy’s permanent staff - one from each department, five
student representatives and two representatives of academic faculty. The Managing
Director and directors of support services attend the meetings of the Academic
Council when the topics of such meetings are relevant to them. The Rector calls such
meetings and prepares agendas. The Academic Council meets at least once per
semester. The Rector chairs the meetings.
Management Council
The Management Council is a consultative forum comprising the majority of the
Academy’s administrators. The Council discusses issues shared by departments and
support services, as well as the setup of the Academy’s operations, including teaching
organisation and arrangements. The Management Council prepares recommendations
regarding Academy policy in most areas and serves as the Rector’s support in daily
management.
In addition to the Rector, the Management Council consists of the Managing Director
and the departmental deans. Other directors participate in the Council’s meetings in
accordance with the requirements of the meetings. The Rector chairs the meetings of
the Management Council.
Various councils
The Dean and/or other members of the Department’s faculty have seats in various
departmental and inter-departmental councils, e.g. the IAA’s Research and Innovation
Group, the Quality Assurance and Enhancement Committee, and the Grievance
Committee on Student Rights Code of Operations.
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DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES FOR CURRICULAR AFFAIRS
The curriculum is written by the Department’s academic faculty with direction from
the programme directors and is under constant review. The Dean chairs all curriculum
work of the Department. The IAA has a Curriculum Committee, which gives advice
on the curriculum and ensures conformity in structure and presentation of all the
courses with regard to the required workload and methods of teaching and
assessment.
Consultative meetings are held every week or two during the academic year. Present
are the Dean, the professors (programme directors), the Programme Director of Art
Theory, the Department Coordinator, and the Academic Coordinator.

QUALITY ASSURANCE AND MANAGEMENT
The IAA has an organised system of quality assurance and enhancement based on
internal evaluation procedures in accordance with the Higher Education Institution
Act No. 63/2006. As a means to control the quality of instruction and research, the
Academy is mapping and developing a quality assurance system that provides an
overview of all the key aspects of the operation.

GUIDELINES FOR FACULTY AND STUDENTS
Various Guidelines are available for faculty and students: The IAA Rules, the IAA
Handbook, the IAA Strategic Plan, The Code of Ethics, Equal Rights Policy,
Language Policy, Staff Policy, Student Handbook and Handbook for International
Students and Teachers.
SEE APPENDIX:
P. EQUAL RIGHTS POLICY
AND HANDBOOK FOR INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS AND TEACHERS:
HTTP://ENGLISH.LHI.IS/FILES/2008/09/ENGLISH_HANDBOOK_2013.PDF

STUDENTS’ INVOLVEMENT IN INTERNAL MANAGEMENT
Rectors meetings
The Rector, the Managing Director, and the Director of the Main Office, meet with
all students in their year groups once a year. At these meetings, educational issues of
concern to students are discussed. These include the organisation and content of the
study programme, instruction received and experiences of the courses on offer,
facilities and services, social activities and interaction between students, teachers, and
administration in general.
The minutes from these meetings are shared with the Dean and the Rector before
being sent to all faculty members and students of the Department. The main purpose
of the meetings is to guarantee that the Academy’s teaching and services comply with
students’ needs, in addition to ensuring students’ direct access to the Academy’s
administrative team.
Teaching assessment
At the end of each course, students participate in electronic course assessment as well
as students’ self-evaluations. The results of these assessments are accessible to the
teachers of the individual courses and are reviewed first by the Rector, and then by
the Dean. The Dean takes appropriate action for resolution of problems that may
arise.
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Student Council
The Student Union in the Department of Fine Art currently consists of ten people. Its
Chairman has a seat on the IAA Student Council, comprised of the chairmen of all
five student unions working within the IAA. The Fine Art Student Union presents a
list of proposals and concerns to the Department Council. The Dean relays
information back to the Student union, following up on procedures and action taken
as a result of any concerns raised.
Curriculum meetings
At the beginning of the academic year, the Dean and the programme directors meet
with all students to discuss the programme and individual courses.
SEE APPENDIX Q. STUDENTS´COURSE, TEACHER AND SELF-EVALUATIONS

REFLECTIONS

§

§

§

§

§

§
§

The lack of formal written information on processes and procedures has
caused difficulties with regard to dailu operations. The IAA Quality
Assurance Handbook has now been revised and reissued under the
supervision of the Director of Assurance and Enhancement.
Students´ role in the IAA quality assurance system as a whole needs
enhancing. Students should be made more aware of their importance in this
regard and their contribution to the Department´s curricular development and
emphasis. For a long time, students were only able to anonymously express
their opinions on each individual course, but not on the learning environment
in general. Changes have now been made to the electronic evaluation system.
A formal framework for the Dean´s response to students regarding
information received from these evaluations under construction. Emphasis
will be on regular feedback to students.
The course evaluation process within the IAA is currently under revision with
regard to placing the review process directly in the hands of the Deans, and
giving programme directors access to the evaluations of their part-time
lecturers.
It has been noted that the information-flow and distribution of tasks between
members of the faculty can be somewhat random. The decision-making
process has already been more formally realised and its structure improved by
implementing a set frame for work procedures, including a joint to-do list in
the meeting minutes. The hiring of an Academic Coordinator has also
addressed this situation directly.
Having support staff mostly located at the Main Office can cause
complications in daily operations. Faculty staff members have raised concerns
about administrative workload due to this fact. Until plans of uniting the IAA
under one roof are realised, distributing the IAA general support staff between
buildings could solve this problem.
Students criticize lack of consultation with regard to appointments to
academic positions.
Students are concerned with the lack of regulatory framework for student
unions and the Student Council. Administrators at the IAA must stress the
importance of the students´ role in the institutional structure to new students
and offer guidance and support.
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6. PUBLIC INTERACTION
CONTRIBUTION TO CULTURAL LIFE
From its foundation, the general policy of the IAA has been to forge, emphasise, and
strengthen the connection with the cultural sector of the country.
The Department has two exhibition spaces; Kubburinn (The Cube) at the Academy’s
premises in Laugarnes, and Kaffistofan (The Coffee Room) at Hverfisgata in the city
centre, which is rented by the Department of Fine Art and run by the students and the
Fine Art Student Union. Additionally, some courses are concluded with public
exhibitions at various other venues in the city.

INTERACTION WITH THE PROFESSIONAL
FIELD
The Department of Fine Art interacts with the local art sector at all levels through
both official and informal meetings, conferences, committee and jury work and
various organisational panels. The majority of full-time faculty and part-time
lecturers are professionally involved with organisations outside the IAA. Both the BA
and the MA programmes demand participation in the professional field of the arts
through courses run in collaboration with art festivals, lecture programmes, seminars,
museum archive work or other specific projects.
MA students can apply to undertake a special research project in connection with
specific interests, often involving the outside professional world or other public
interactions.
The Department would like to strengthen professional practice training for its
students further, both at BA and MA level. One way of introducing students to the
field would be through a set-up of internships with local institutions.
Examples of collaboration with the professional field so far is a research project on
the writings of academics, critics and artists themselves on the Icelandic fine art scene
over the past decades, supported by a grant from the Student Innovation Fund
(Nýsköpunarsjóður námsmanna), students’ involvement in preparations for the
Reykjavik Art Festival, the Sequences Festival, and Raflost, the electronic media
festival and collaborative research projects on the performance archive and the artists
book collection of the Living Art Museum.

OPEN LECTURE SERIES
Every year, a number of artists and academics give lectures and presentations on their
work in open noon lectures at the Department of Fine Art. The lectures are intended
to introduce and encourage discussion about various topics in contemporary culture
as well as to explore how the field connects and interacts with other disciplines and
professions. The lectures are a very important part of the Academy’s public relations
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as well as being an open platform for contact between students and the world of ideas
and experience of artists and academics.
REFLECTIONS

Local professionals have requested more formal and direct collaboration on a
long-term basis. There has been hesitation regarding taking on and entering into
any permanent agreements due mainly to budget cuts, but there is an
understanding that the setting up of a few constant projects would be more
effective and rewarding than the numerous short-term projects of recent years.
Therefore, the Department intends to seek fixed contracts with selected local
institutions with the aim of enhancing the contribution of the professional world to
the curriculum for an extended period of time.
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7. SUMMARY
The process of writing this first self-evaluation report for the Department of Fine Art
has proven most beneficial in re-evaluating and reflecting on the function, structure
and processes of the Department. The input of independent international experts has
been of great support and students’ participation in this process has also been
invaluable. Students are more aware of the importance of their role in enhancing the
quality of the learning processes, the structure and the long- and short-term strategy
of the Department.
It is clear that there is good working morale among both staff and students despite the
financial cuts of the past years and workload placed on permenent faculty. Staff
members are enthusiastic to continue developing the programmes and to maintain an
ambitious standard of teaching. Of all the most important issues that came up during
the review, it seemed that the Department´s weaknesses could be converted into
strengths and opportunities. Some of the issues that came up in the process lead to
immediate re-structuring and improvement in operations. An action plan with a fouryear timeline has been developed for all the other issues. This plan will be assessed
every autumn semester and reevaluated in the end of each spring term.
SEE APPENDIX Q. DEPARTMENT OF FINE ART ACTION PLAN

Simplification of the curricular structure
There were issues to do with too much administrative workload, lack of flexibility
and lack of actual research time, which were put forward by members of academic
staff, while students complained of the fast pace of the BA Programme’s multiple
courses and the lack of time for reflection. An obvious way to deal with this is to
simplify the structure of the BA Programme and make it less fragmented, while also
reducing teaching hours. With these measures, students would gain more space and
better understanding of their own responsibilities towards their studies.
Clarifying the role of part-time lecturers
Part-time lecturers requested closer contact and a more clearly defined role. The
implementation of a group of part-time lecturers in the Department’s management
and curricular development would make long-term planning easier and further reduce
the complexities of administrative duties on academic staff. Staff development within
the IAA in general needs improvement.
Formalisation of collaborative projects
It seems that communications with the local art community could be more deliberate.
A more formal and direct collaboration on a long-term basis is needed with local
professionals. The intention is to continue to develop and establish formal agreements
of partnership with the professional field through well-defined and selective projects,
within the Department’s means and capacity.
Enhancing artistic research of staff and students
All of the issues described above support the Department’s next steps with their
emphasis on research and the intertwining of artistic practice and curricular
development. Commitment to long-term collaborations with outside art institutions
would support the development of specialised research projects for staff and students
and secure their place within the curriculum on an annual basis.
As the permanent academic faculty is small, it could be a strength for the
Department’s Fine Art Research Institute to set up a team of part-time
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lecturers/artists, along with its professors, as a support to specialized areas of
research. This could be another way of harnessing part-time lecturers more positively
within the programmes and implementing artistic research within the general
community in Iceland.
Defining the correlation of the BA and MA programmes
The start of the MA Programme calls for a re-evaluation of and amendments to the
BA programme structure, both in terms of differentiation between the two levels and
possibilities for the mutual support of structures. One aspect of this is the high profile
of the BA graduation exhibition and the definition of BA projects vs. MA projects.
Interdisciplinary courses within the IAA
Interdisciplinary collaboration within the IAA is something the Department would
like to explore further. It has been somewhat complicated to establish collaborative
studio courses with other BA programmes that are more rigorous in design. The open
space of the MA level offers new possibilities and a variety of means to look at how
different art forms can connect and cross-fertilise.
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APPENDIX A

CHARTER FOR THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS
Article 1
The Iceland Academy of the Arts is a self-governing institution with a special
administrative board. Its domicile and venue are in Reykjavík.
The self-governing institution’s starting capital is its own capital of 500,000 ISK as of
September 21st, 1998.
Article 2
The Iceland Academy for the Arts is a university institution offering higher education
relating to the various fields of art that satisfies demands made of instruction and
research at a university level. In addition, the Iceland Academy of the Arts shall work
towards the furthering of art education in this country and convey information
regarding arts and culture to the public.
Article 3
The Academy board is composed of 5 members appointed for a three-year term, none
of whom shall earn her/his livelihood working for the Academy nor be student at the
Academy. The Minister of Education appoints two members of the board, and three
are to be elected at the annual general meeting of the Society for the Support of the
Iceland Academy of the Arts (Félag um Listaháskóla Íslands). The board elects a
chair and vice-chair from among its members. The board’s working year begins April
1st.
Article 4
The Academy board shall keep watch over the function played by the Academy and
ensure that its activities serve set objectives. The Academy board is responsible for
operations, finances and assets and determines tuition rates. In addition, the board
appoints the Rector.
Article 5
The Rector is appointed for a term of five years. The position shall be advertised for
applicants when vacant. The incumbent Rector may be re-appointed once for a fiveyear term without the position being advertised for applicants as vacant. At the end of
this term, the position must be advertised.
The Rector handles the Academy’s administration and operation on behalf of the
Board, to which s/he is responsible. S/he is responsible for staff arrangements being
in keeping with the Academy’s role, objectives and quality requirements regarding
curriculum, organization of instruction and so on. The Rector is responsible for the
hiring of staff. The Rector shall appoint top management at the Academy in
consultation with the Academy Board.
Article 6
The Academy’s activities shall be divided into departments by field of art. The
Academy Board determines department divisions. The Academy Board sets operating
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procedures for the departments. The Academy Board sets rules for the Academy in
accordance with Act no. 136/1997. The management of each department is assigned
to the Dean. The position of Dean shall be advertised for applicants when vacant for
up to three years at one time. The Rector appoints Deans in consultation with the
Academy Board.
Article 7
A curriculum shall be set for each department within the Academy, stipulating
objectives, content and main subject of the course of study. Deans are responsible for
curriculum preparation, but it is the Rector who approves the curriculum. On the basis
of the curriculum, a course catalogue shall be given out yearly, where the structure of
study programmes, methods of instruction, course assessment and so on are to be
outlined. The Rector is responsible for the preparation of the course catalogue.
Stipulations regarding semester/term division, hours of instruction, examination
periods, leave and other issues pertaining to study and course organization shall
furthermore be made in the course catalogue or other organizational plans of
individual departments.
Article 8
The Academy Forum is a cooperative platform for Academy departments and
institutions, and the Academy Board and Rector can refer any matter regarding the
Academy’s work and development to the Forum for consideration. An Academy
Forum meeting shall be held a minimum of once each academic year. The Rector
calls Academy Forum meetings. The Academy Board sets further rules regarding the
activities of the Academy Forum.
Article 9
A Grievance Committee makes final decisions in matters concerning discipline and
the rights of students. Two Deans, two long-term Academy instructor representatives
and two student representatives sit on the Grievance Committee, in addition to the
Rector, who chairs the Committee. The Academy Board sets further regulation
regarding nominations to the Grievance Committee and its activities in other respects.
Article 10
In every instance where a Dean or tertiary instructor is to be appointed to the
Academy, the Rector shall, at the nomination of the Board, name a three-member
selection committee for the purpose of evaluating the ability of applicants to act in the
position of tertiary instructor or Dean. No one may be appointed as tertiary
instructor or Dean unless s/he has been deemed qualified by the majority of the
selection committee.
Article 11
The financial year for the Academy is the calendar year, and the Rector shall, within
three months of the close of the financial year, submit the financial statement, as well
as a report on Academy activities, to the Academy Board. The Rector shall, prior to
May 1st of each year, submit the operating budget for the next financial year to the
Academy Board to be passed.
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Article 12
Should the Academy be shut down as a self-governing institution, a winding-down
committee, comprised of one representative from every nominated party in the
Academy administration, is to determine how this process will take place.
Article 13
The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture guarantees financial support for the
Academy, resting upon an agreement for those services the Academy provides.
Furthermore, the Minister of Education, Science and Culture guarantees that a special
agreement be made with the Academy regarding use of the premises at
Laugarnesvegur 91, Reykjavík.
The Academy is permitted to enter into agreements regarding financial or other forms
of support with whoever wishes to grant the Academy financial support or make use
of its services. The Academy is responsible for its commitments.
Article 14
The Academy board shall, prior to the end of November of each year, hold an annual
open meeting to present the finances and principal core operations of the Academy.
The Board determines policy regarding the organization of annual meetings.
Article 15
The Academy Board may make amendments to this charter with unanimous consent.
Amendments to this charter may only be approved in meetings of the Academy Board
called following correct legal procedure where a proposal for amendment to the
Academy Charter has been introduced at the time of the meeting’s announcement.
Passed at the inaugural meeting, Monday, September 21, 1998.
With amendments unanimously consented to at the Academy Board meetings of
October 3, 2002 and November 25, 2003.
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APPENDIX B

ACADEMIC FACULTY, SUPPORTING STAFF, PART TIME
LECTURERS AND VISITING ARTISTS 2010-2013
Academic Faculty

Aðalheiður L. Guðmundsdóttir,
Adjunct and Programme Director
Eric Wolf, Adjunct, Workshop
Supervisor
Gulleik Lövskar, Adjunct, Workshop
Supervisor
Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir, Professor
Hulda Stefánsdóttir, Professor
Jóhann L. Torfason, Adjunct,
Workshop Supervisor
Katrín Sigurðardóttir, Professor
Kristján Steingrímur Jónsson, Dean
Ólafur Sveinn Gíslason, Professor
Sigurður Guðjónsson, Adjunct,
Workshop Supervisor
Sigrún Harðardóttir, Adjunct,
Workshop Supervisor
Support staff

Ingunn Fjóla Ingþórsdóttir, Academic
Coordinator
Lísa K.Guðjónsdóttir, Service
Assistant
Helga Pálína Brynjólfsdóttir,
Department Coordinator
Helga K. Hjálmarsdóttir, Department
Coordinator
Part-time lecturers and visiting
artists

Aðalsteinn Ingólfsson
Aðalsteinn Stefánsson
Ann Reynolds
Anna Hallin
Anna Jóhannsdóttir
Auður Ólafsdóttir
Áki Ásgeirsson

Ásdís Sif Gunnarsdóttir
Ásmundur Ásmundsson
Ásmundur G. Vilhjálmsson
Ásta Ólafsdóttir
Bertrand Mandico
Birgir Snæbjörn Birgisson
Birta Guðjónsdóttir
Bjarki Bragason
Bjarki Sveinbjörnsson
Björn Roth
Bryndís Snæbjörnsdóttir
Brynhildur Þorgeirsdóttir
Charlotte Laubard
Christian Hasucha
Claire Bishop
Cliff Eyland
Curver Thoroddsen
Daníel Karl Björnsson
Darri Lorenzen
David A. Ross
Davíð Örn Halldórsson
Didier Semin
Dorothee Kirch
Egill Sæbjörnsson
Einar Falur Ingólfsson
Einar Garibaldi Eiríksson
Eirún Sigurðardóttir
Eleanor Heartney
Elin Wikström
Elisabeth Wagner
Erla Þórarinsdóttir
Erling Klingenberg
Eva Ísleifsdóttir
Eygló Harðardóttir
Finnbogi Pétursson
Freya Björg Olafson
Gabríela Kristín Friðriksdóttir
Geir Sigurðsson
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Geirþrúður Finnbogadóttir Hjörvar
Guðbjörg R. Jóhannesdóttir
Guðjón Ketilsson
Guðlaugur Kristinn Óttarsson
Guðmundur Arnar Guðmundsson
Guðmundur Ingólfsson
Guðmundur Oddur Magnússon
Guðmundur Thoroddsen
Guðni Tómasson
Guðrún Eva Mínervudóttir
Guido van der Werve
Gunnar J. Árnason
Gunnar Kristinn Ottósson
Gunndís Ýr Finnbogadóttir
Gunnhildur Hauksdóttir
Hafþór Yngvason
Halldór Arnar Úlfarsson
Halldór Ásgeirsson
Halldór Björn Runólfsson
Halldóra Ísleifsdóttir
Hanna Styrmisdóttir
Hannes Lárusson
Hans Jóhannsson
Haraldur Jónsson
Heimir B. Jóhannsson
Helen Molesworth
Hildur Bjarnadóttir
Hilmar Örn Hilmarsson
Hlynur Hallsson
Hlynur Helgason
Huginn Þór Arason
Indíana Auðunsdóttir
Inga Þórey Jóhannsdóttir
Ingibjörg Magnadóttir
Ingólfur Örn Arnarsson
Ingunn Fjóla Ingþórsdóttir
Íris Stefánsdóttir
Ívar Valgarðsson
Jan Christensen
Jeannette Castioni
John France
Jóhannes Dagsson
Jón B. K. Ransú
Jón Proppé

Jóní Jónsdóttir
Kees Visser
Kolbeinn Hugi Höskuldsson
Kristinn E. Hrafnsson
Kristinn Rúnar Þórisson
Kristín Dagmar Jóhannesdóttir
Kristín Ómarsdóttir
Kristjana Rós Guðjohnsen
Kristján Árnason
Magnús Logi Kristjánsson
Magnús Pálsson
Marcellvs L.
Marcus Eek
Marcus Steinweg
Margrét Blöndal
Marion Daniel
Markús Þór Andrésson
Max Riley
Mika Hannula
Miwon Kwon
Monika Frycova
Myriam Bat-Yosef
Nikhil Nathan Kirsh
Oddný Eir Ævarsdóttir
Olav Westphalen
Olga Soffía Bergmann
Olivia Plender
Ólafur Gíslason
Ólöf Gerður Sigfúsdóttir
Ólöf Nordal
Ósk Vilhjálmsdóttir
Paul Butler
Páll Ragnar Pálsson
Philippe Richard
Ragna Róbertsdóttir
Ragna Sigurðardóttir
Ragnar Helgi Ólafsson
Ragnar Kjartansson
Ragnheiður Gestsdóttir
Ragnhildur Stefánsdóttir
Rán Tryggvadóttir
Rebecca Erin Moran
Richard Webb
Rod Summers
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Sara Björnsdóttir
Sara Riel
Shauna Laurel Jones
Sigríður Guðmarsdóttir
Sigrún Harðardóttir
Sigrún Inga Hrólfsdóttir
Sigurður Árni Sigurðsson
Sirra Sigrún Sigurðardóttir
Steingrímur Eyfjörð
Suzanne McClelland
Torfi Frans

Tumi Magnússon
Unnar Örn Jónasson Auðarson
Úlfar Ingi Haraldsson
Úlfhildur Dagsdóttir
Þorbjörg Jónsdóttir
Þorsteinn Vilhjálmsson
Þóra Þórisdóttir
Þórdís Jóhannesdóttir
Þórunn Maggý Kristjánsdóttir
Þuríður Rúrí Fannberg
Æsa Sigurjónsdóttir
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APPENDIX C

THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS – RULES (2012 –
2013 ACADEMIC YEAR)

CHAPTER I
Role of the Academy
Article 1
The Iceland Academy of the Arts is a university institution offering higher education
in the field of art. In addition, the Iceland Academy of the Arts strives to further art
education in general in Iceland and imparts art and culture education to the public.

CHAPTER II
Administration
Article 2
Organisation and Charter
The Iceland Academy of the Arts is a self-governing institution. It is administered by
the Academy Board, the Rector and the faculties. The Academy Charter, ratified by
the Minister of the Interior, governs the appointment and purview of the Academy
Board.
Article 3
Board
The Academy Board is the highest authority for all matters regarding the Academy
and supervises the operation of the Academy as a whole. The Board is a custodian of
the Academy’s role and makes sure that employees serve the goals of the Academy. It
elects the Academy’s Rector.

The Academy Board is responsible for running the Academy, its financial matters, its
estate, for determining tuition fees and for setting rules pertaining to most of the
Academy’s functions, including the appointment of its staff. The Board holds an open
annual meeting to present the finances and principal operations of the Academy. The
Board determines policy regarding the organisation of annual meetings.
The Academy Board consists of five members elected for a term of three years at a
time; none of the members can earn a living from a position at the Academy or attend
a course of study at the Academy.
The Minister of Education, Science and Culture appoints two members of the
Academy’s Board, whereas three other members are elected at the general meeting of
the Academy’s Forum. The Board elects a Chairperson and a Deputy Chairperson
among its members and determines its operating rules which are published on the
Academy’s website.
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The Board performs a function corresponding to the role of the Academic Council as
it is defined in Article 15 of the Universities Act No 63/2006.
Article 4
Rector
The Academy’s Rector handles the administration and management of the Academy
on the authority of the Board and works at forming a comprehensive policy regarding
Academy business. The Rector is responsible for executing the Board’s policy and
making sure that personnel distribution complies with the Academy’s role, goals and
quality requirements.

Together with the Academy Board, the Rector supervises the Academy’s
administration, teaching, artistic endeavours, research, services and other activities in
accordance with the University Act no. 63/2006.
The Rector is responsible for hiring the Academy’s staff and most of the Academy’s
management in consultation with the Board. The Rector chairs meetings of the
Academy’s Management Council and Academic Council and calls University
meetings. The Rector is a spokesperson for the Academy outside thereof.
Article 5
Management Council
The Management Council is a consultative forum comprising the majority of the
Academy’s administrators. The Committee discusses issues shared by faculties and
support services, as well as the setup of the Academy’s operations, including teaching
organisation and arrangements. The Management Council prepares recommendations
regarding the Academy’s policy in most areas and serves as the Rector’s support in
daily management.

The Management Council consists of, in addition to the Rector, the Managing
Director, the Department Deans and the Director of Academic Affairs. Other
directors participate in the Council’s meetings as far as it is required by the meeting’s
subject. The Rector chairs the meetings of the Management Council.
Article 6
Academic Council
The Academic Council is a consultative and information-sharing forum for
administrators, teachers and students of the Academy. The Council discusses the
Academy’s professional objectives, its performance and quality of education, and
supports the Rector and the Board in making decisions regarding academic issues.
Among issues put forth for the Council’s review are such matters as proposals for
course setup, benchmarking of course quality and course requirements, policies
towards research and artistic creation, as well as broader definitions of the Academy’s
value and role.

Apart from the Rector, the Academic Council consists of Faculty Deans,
representatives of the Academy’s permanent staff – one from each faculty, five
representatives of students and two representatives of long-term academic instructors.
The Managing Director and directors of support services attend meetings of the
Academic Council when the topics of such meetings are relevant to them. The Rector
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calls such meetings and prepares Agendas. The Academic Council meets at least once
a semester. The Rector chairs such meetings.
Article 7
Academy Forum Meetings
The Academy Meeting is a forum for sharing views on professional issues inside the
Academy and for shaping academic policies; the Rector and the Board can seek the
Meeting’s opinion on every matter concerning the Academy’s operations and
development. The Meeting is open to all teachers, students and members of the
Academy’s staff. The Academy Meetings are held at least once a year and are called
by the Rector.
Article 8
Annual Meetings
In accordance with the Academy Charter, the Academy Board holds an open annual
meeting to present the finances and principal operations of the Academy. The Board
determines the policy regarding the organisation of annual meetings.
Article 9
University Departments
The Academy’s work is divided into departments in accordance with art forms. The
Academy’s Board makes decisions on the division of departments and determines
operating procedures for each department. Departments are managed by Deans. Each
department has a Department Council.

Department Dean:
The Dean supervises operations and teaching within the department, working to
formulate its strategies. S/he has final authority within the department over matters
concerning studies and students’ academic progress and is also responsible for
academic and artistic matters within the department. The Department Dean has a seat
on the Management Council and Academic Council.
Department Council
A Department Council operates within each department and serves to advise the Dean
on academic matters. In addition to the Dean, permanent teaching staff, Study
Programme Directors and a student representative have seats on the Council. The
Dean submits recommendations to the Rector about the composition of the Council
for approval, if different from the above. The Dean presides over the work of the
Council and serves as its Chair. Meetings shall be held at least twice per semester.
Article 10
Joint Administration
The function of the Joint Administration is to create conditions for departments and
the Academy’s staff to work in accordance with the Academy’s Charter and rules.
The Administration is comprised of the following positions and divisions: Managing
Director and Financial Division, Academy’s Office, Library and Information
Services, Research Services and Computer and web services.
Article 11
Grievance Committee on Student Rights
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A special Grievance Committee operating within the Iceland Academy of the Arts
makes final decisions in matters concerning discipline and the rights of students. The
Committee is comprised of three persons; one Department Dean, who chairs the
Committee, one representative of the instructors and one representative of the
students. The instructor and student representatives are appointed for one-year terms
and have deputies appointed for the same period of time. Balance should be
attempted, to the extent possible, between appointments from different Departments.
Deans choose candidates among themselves to sit on the Committee on their behalf
and to serve as substitutes. The Academy Board defines the Committee’s duties
further and formulates its operating procedures. Matters for the Committee’s attention
should be submitted in writing, clearly stating the student’s case.
Article 12
Cooperation with Other Universities and Institutions
The Academy and its individual departments shall cooperate with other tertiary
institutions in sharing resources, aiming to maximise educational diversity in the most
practical and economic manner, in accordance with Article 9 of the Universities Act
No 63/2006. Furthermore, the Academy shall seek to establish cooperative
agreements with other institutions in the same field.
Article 13
Quality Management
The Iceland Academy of the Arts has an organised system of quality management of
teaching and research based on internal evaluation procedures as per Article 11 of the
Universities Act No 63/2006.

The Academy operates within the reference of the Universities’ Quality Council, as
expressed in the Council’s Handbook. The Rector is responsible for the Academy’s
quality system for the Academy as a whole and Deans, Directors and other
management is responsible for quality in the areas that they manage. The
Development and Quality Project Manager supervises quality issues on behalf of the
Rector, across the Academy’s Departments and Areas.
CHAPTER III
Academic Standards and Degrees
Article 14
The Iceland Academy of the Arts issues formal requirements of academic standards
and degrees for all the study areas of the Academy. The standards are a systematic
description of degrees and final examinations with emphasis on a general overview of
the knowledge, skills and abilities that students shall possess at the end of their
studies. The standards of the Iceland Academy of the Arts are established in
accordance with the general academic standards within the country, as set by the
Minister of Education, Science and Culture, in accordance with the Universities Act
No 63/2006.
CHAPTER IV
Departments and Programmes
Article 15
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The Iceland Academy of the Arts is comprised of five departments: the Department
of Fine Art, the Department of Theatre and Dance, the Department of Design and
Architecture, the Department of Music and the Department of Art Education. There
are sixteen programmes of study. Five programmes are at master’s level and eleven at
degree level.
The Department of Design and Architecture:
Study in the Department of Design and Architecture is divided into five programmes,
four at bachelor’s level and one at master’s level.
Programmes at bachelor’s level are: graphic design, product design, fashion design
and architecture. Study in all these programmes is organised as a 3-year, 180 ECTS
programme. Upon successful completion of coursework, projects and examinations,
the student is awarded a BA Degree.
At master’s level, a 2-year, 120 ECTS study programme is offered in design. On
completion of coursework, projects and examinations, the student is awarded an MA
Degree.
The Department of Theatre and Dance:
Study in the Department of Theatre and Dance is divided into three programmes, all
at bachelor’s level: acting, contemporary dance and theory and practice. Students
are submitted to all programmes every other year. The programmes are organised as
a 3-year study, 180 ECTS. Upon successful completion of coursework, projects and
examinations, the student is awarded a BA Degree.
The Department of Art Education:
The Department of Art Education offers study at master’s level in art education in
one programme. There are three routes on offer within the programme, i.e. 120 ECTS
for an MArtEd Degree, 120 ECTS for an MA Degree and 60 ECTS for a Diploma.
The Diploma study is only on offer to students who have previously completed a
master’s degree in their art form.
Students that complete an MArtEd/MA Degree (120 ECTS) can apply to the Ministry
of Education, Science and Culture for certification for teaching in primary and
secondary schools in their specialist subject.
Students that complete a Diploma (60 ECTS) can apply to the Ministry of Education,
Science and Culture for certification and acquire the rights to teach in secondary
schools in their specialist subject.
The Department of Fine Art:
Study in the Department of Fine Art is divided into two programmes, one at
bachelor’s level and one at master’s level.
Study at bachelor’s level is organised as a 3-year study in fine art, 180-ECTS
programme. Upon successful completion of coursework, projects and examinations,
the student is awarded a BA Degree.
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Study at master’s level is organised as a 2-year study in fine art, 120 ECTS. Upon
successful completion of coursework, projects and examinations, the student is
awarded an MA Degree.
The Department of Music:
The Department of Music offers courses along five main programmes of study, three
at bachelor’s level and two at master’s level. Programmes at bachelor’s level are:
instrumental/vocal performance, music composition and creative music
communication. Programmes at master’s level are: music composition and new
audiences and innovative practice.
There are two routes in instrumental/vocal performance. There is a 3-year study, 180
ECTS, in instrumental/vocal performance culminating in a BMus Degree and a
Diploma, 80 ECTS, for young students who meet the Academy’s requirements of
knowledge of an instrument who want to attend general secondary school alongside
their musical studies. Students for a Diploma shall ordinarily be at least 16 years old
when they begin their study.
A programme in music composition at bachelor’s level is a 3-year, 180 ECTS, study
in music for a BA Degree where students can choose to specialise in composition
and/or new media.
In creative music communication there are two routes. The first is general music
study, which is a 3-year, 180 ECTS, study for a BA Degree where students specialise
in the communication of musical knowledge. The second is study of church music,
which is a 3-year, 180 ECTS, study for a BA Degree. The course in church music is
run in collaboration with the Music School of the Icelandic National Church.
A master’s degree in music composition is a 2-year, 120-ECTS research-related
programme in composition towards an MA Degree.
A master’s degree in new audiences and innovative practice is a 120-ECTS
programme towards an MMus Degree, jointly offered by the Iceland Academy of the
Arts and four other European music schools.
CHAPTER V
Exchange students, visiting students and research students
Article 16
Exchange students:
The Iceland Academy of the Arts is party to international partnerships which include
student exchange programmes between comparable educational institutions and
mutually recognised courses. Students who choose to participate in student exchange
can do so for a period of up to one semester during their studies at the Academy. A
special permission from the relevant Dean is required for a prolonged stay.

Visiting students:
The Rector, upon recommendation from the Deans, may admit a visiting student for
one or two semesters. A visiting student must be enrolled in an equivalent or more
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advanced programme of study at a recognised university elsewhere and provide
written documentation to that effect.
A visiting student is subject to the same rules and regulations and must fulfil the same
academic requirements as other students at the Academy. Tuition and fees are also the
same. If a visiting student wishes to continue studying at the Academy, s/he must
apply for admission to the Academy on the same basis as other applicants.
Research students:
Research students are those at the master’s or doctorate level who have access to the
Academy of the Arts’ facilities and services without registering for a regular course.
A Dean and the student make an agreement about the student’s access to the
Academy which the Rector ratifies.

CHAPTER VI
Academy Instructors
Article 17
The Iceland Academy of the Arts employs both long-term and sessional instructors.
Long-term instructors are, on the one hand, instructors who are hired in accordance
with procedures for employing academic instructors and are certified by specially
appointed certification committees, i.e. Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant
Professors, and, on the other hand, Adjunct Professors, who are hired directly by the
Rector in consultation with the respective Deans for performing chosen tasks within
each department. Sessional instructors are appointed by the Rector upon
recommendation from the respective Deans.

Study Programme Directors are in charge of supervising programmes of study and
can be Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors or Adjuncts.
Academic Directors organise and supervise the teaching within the respective
departments and they can be Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant Professors or
Adjuncts.
The Rector, upon recommendation from the Deans, determines the proportion of
instruction and other professional duties of each instructor within the framework of
her/his employment contract. Professors’, Associate Professors’ and Assistant
Professors’ professional duties are composed of three aspects, i.e. teaching,
administration and research/development, whereas professional duties of adjuncts can
consist of one, two or all three of the said aspects.
Special definitions published on the Academy’s internal website apply to teachers’
jobs and responsibilities.

CHAPTER VII
Funds for academic work
Article 18
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Three funds are operated within the Academy to support academic work: The Fund
for Continuing Education for Instructors, The Research Fund and The Publication
Fund. Each fund has special rules stating among other things the role and
responsibility of the fund, the arrangement of the Board, the organisation of the
operation and the arrangement when allocating grants.
CHAPTER VIII
Student Admissions
Article 19
Bachelor of Arts Degree

The original work that applicants submit with their application and/or their
performance in entrance examinations are taken into account when determining
which applicants shall be admitted to the Academy. The extent to which a student
will benefit from courses offered at the Academy is also considered.
Applicants for bachelor’s programmes shall have completed upper secondary school
degrees or received comparable training. The Academy is nevertheless allowed to
grant admission to those applicants who possess knowledge and experience deemed
as sufficient preparation for the bachelor’s degree at the Academy. It is nevertheless
generally expected that in order to qualify for assessment, the applicant shall have
completed at least 105 ECTS. The Dean shall propose to the Rector which applicants
should be granted the opportunity to commence studies, based on these conditions
and on the recommendations of the Admissions Committee.
The Academy Board can limit the number of students who commence studying in the
faculties of the Academy. Admission shall take place no later than April or May each
year. Enclosed with the application shall be a photocopy or certified copy of the
applicant's secondary school diploma and/or other credentials or documents requested
on behalf of the faculty concerned.
An Admissions Committee shall review applications based on the information
submitted and shall set examinations in those fields as required. The Rector, based on
recommendations of the Department Dean, appoints and sets guidelines for
Admissions Committees. Admissions Committee guidelines shall be made available
to applicants. An Admissions Committee shall base its decision on an artistic
assessment and the applicant's potential for artistic growth. Committee decisions are
final and are not subject to the approval of the Rector or Academy Board.
A visiting student must be enrolled in an equivalent or more advanced programme of
study at a recognised art academy and provide written documentation to that effect,
cf. Article 16.
Master’s Degree

When determining which applicants shall be admitted to the Academy, their
application, reports and professional experience are taken into account. The extent to
which a student is likely to benefit from courses offered at the Academy, is also
considered.
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Applicants for a master’s degree shall have completed a bachelor’s degree or
comparable 180 ECTS of university courses on which to build their ability to fulfil
the requirements of the study for the MA Degree. The Rector appoints an Admissions
Committee upon receiving proposals from respective Department Deans.
An Admissions Committee shall review applications based on the information
submitted and shall set examinations in those fields as required. The Rector, based on
recommendations of the Department Dean, appoints and sets guidelines for
Admissions Committees. Admissions Committee guidelines shall be made available
to applicants. Committee decisions are final and are not subject to the approval of the
Rector or Academy Board.
The Academy Board can limit the number of students who commence studying in the
faculties of the Academy. Admission shall take place no later than April or May each
year. Enclosed with the application shall be a photocopy or certified copy of the
applicant's diplomas and other credentials or documents requested on behalf of the
faculty concerned.
A visiting student must be enrolled in an equivalent or more advanced programme of
study at a recognised art academy and provide written documentation to that effect,
cf. Article 16.

CHAPTER IX
Organisation of Teaching, Student Participation and Study Progress
Article 20
Academic Year, Semesters and Graduation
The academic year runs from August 1 to the same period next year. The year is
divided into two semesters: autumn semester and spring semester. Each semester
consists of no less than 15 weeks of instruction, excluding examinations and holidays.

Results of assessment shall be available ten working days after the submission of
exams or assignments for the course, at the latest, cf. Article 24. The autumn semester
shall conclude no later than December 21 and the spring semester shall commence no
earlier than January 3. No teaching takes place on public holidays. The Rector can
decide to cancel teaching on other than the abovementioned days.
The Academy’s main graduation takes place in the spring, late May/beginning June.
Students intending to graduate in the spring must apply to graduate at the Academy
Office before March 15.
Students who haven’t completed the required number of ECTS in order to graduate at
the main graduation can apply to graduate in autumn or in mid-winter.
The autumn graduation takes place in mid-September, whereas mid-winter graduation
is in mid-January. In order to graduate in the autumn, students must apply no later
than August 15 and no later than November 15 for the mid-winter graduation.
In order to graduate, students need to have paid all outstanding debts to the Academy.
Article 21
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Course Catalogue
The Academy shall issue a Course Catalogue for the next academic year and publish
it on the Academy website. The Course Catalogue shall explain the learning
outcomes from courses in each programme, list all subject numbers and names and
provide brief subject descriptions. The course descriptions shall include information
such as the type and level of the course, number of ECTS, preliminary requirements,
learning outcomes, description and assessment.

A Course Catalogue Committee systematically monitors the Course Catalogue. The
Rector appoints the Committee members for one year at a time.
Article 22
Course Credits and Academic Progress
Courses at the Academy are organised with the intention of one ECTS corresponding
to 25-30 hours of work for the student. A minimum of 180 ECTS is required for a BA
or a BMus Degree and 240 ECTS for a BFA Degree in Drama from the Department
of Theatre and Dance. A master’s programme is 120 ECTS.

The student is responsible for her/his academic progress in courses at the Academy.
The average number of credit units for each semester is 30 ECTS or 60 ECTS for a
whole academic year.
Bachelor of Arts Degree
A minimum of 180 ECTS is required for a BA or BMus Degree. The Academy’s
curriculum is organised to allow for a maximum of 72 ECTS for one academic year
but no more than a total of 210 ECTS for the student’s whole period of study.
If a student does not complete 12 or more ECTS in an academic year, s/he cannot
advance to the next year.
The Academy accepts credits transfer from BA-level studies from other universities
but not exceeding 60 ECTS.
A student’s total combined period of study must not exceed one year of the normal
length of study, with the exception of absence due to maternity/paternity leave. The
Rector, at the recommendation of a Dean, may grant exceptions from this rule in
special circumstances. In those cases, the respective student shall explain his/her
circumstances in writing, stating reasons for the application.
On final project, refer to Article 25.
Master’s Degree
A minimum of 120 ECTS is required for an MA and an MArtEd degree. The
Academy’s curriculum is organised to allow for a maximum of 66 ECTS for one
school year but no more than a total of 132 ECTS for the student’s whole period of
study.
Master’s students in design, fine art and composition will not transfer between years
if they are 12 or more ECTS short of coursework in the academic year.
A student’s total combined period of study must not exceed one year of the normal
length of study. In the Department of Art Education, a student’s total combined
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period of study must not exceed two years of the normal length of study, with the
exception of absence due to maternity/paternity leave. The Rector, at the
recommendation of a Dean, may grant exceptions from this rule under special
circumstances. In those cases the respective student shall explain his/her
circumstances in writing, stating reasons for the application.
On final project and its preparation, refer to Article 25.
Article 23
Attendance and Participation
Bachelor of Arts Degree

The Academy expects students to attend all their courses. Instructors are responsible
for monitoring student participation and recording attendance.
If a student is absent, including when due to illness, for more than 20% of the
instruction period for a particular subject, s/he is considered to have failed that
subject. In particular cases and unforeseen circumstances, the student can appeal to
the Rector for an exemption from this rule. Such an application will only be
considered if a student is being prevented from advancing to the next year.
Master’s Degree
As a general rule, students pursuing an MA Degree are expected to take full part in
the activities and work of the study programme and be active participants as
individuals as well as in a group. However, each department sets their own rules,
depending on the nature of the courses.

CHAPTER X
Assessment
Article 24
Purpose, Responsibility and Organisation, Student Obligations and Subject
Withdrawal, Illness, Grades, Assessment Results and Appeal Process, Absence from
an Examination, Repetition of an Examination or Project, Examinations/Submissions
of Projects, Recording Grades and Storing Solutions.

Purpose:
The principal aim of assessment is to provide students with information about their
academic progress and results. It also confirms for the Academy that the student has
acquired knowledge and proficiency in the specific field.
Responsibility and organisation:
Examinations and other forms of assessment shall take place during the instruction
period or during the examination period at the end of each semester. Academy
instructors are in charge of and responsible for assessment but each department sets
its policy for examinations and the submission of assignments within the limits of
these rules. Examinations may be oral, written or practical. Projects and assignments
may include essays, reports, performances, all kinds of artistic projects and related
research work. The composition of assessment is determined by the relevant
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instructor in consultation with the Dean and must be announced to students in the
subject description no later than at the beginning of teaching in that subject. Special
rules, stated in Article 25, apply regarding responsibility and assessment of final
projects.
Student obligations and subject withdrawal:
Upon enrolment in a subject, a student is automatically registered for the examination
or is bound by the assignment deadlines, as applicable. Upon withdrawal from a
subject, a student is no longer obliged to fulfil the assessment requirements. If a
student withdraws from a compulsory subject, s/he must register for the subject again
at a later date. Withdrawal from a subject must be done by notifying the Academy in
writing within 1/3 of the total subject duration.
Illness:
A student who is unable to sit an examination or is unable to meet an assignment
deadline due to illness must notify the Academy before the examination begins or the
deadline expires. For verification, a medical certificate from a recognised medical
practitioner must be submitted to the Academy Office no later than three days after
the exam date or assignment deadline or the student will be counted as having failed
the exam or failed to submit the assignment. By submitting a medical certificate, the
student earns the right to retake the examination the next time it is held.
Grades:
Grades range from 0 to 10. The minimum grade necessary to pass an examination is
5. The Rector issues standardised assessment guidelines to the instructors. In courses
of 6 ECTS or less at bachelor’s level and 8 ECTS at master’s level, the Dean may
allow an assessment indicated by letters instead of numbers: ‘Pass’ (P) and ‘Fail’ (F).
Assessment results and appeal process:
Assessment results shall be available no later than two weeks after the assessment
took place. A student who has not passed an exam or has not obtained the minimum
grade for an assignment is entitled to an explanation of the assessment within 15 days
of results being announced. A student may appeal the decision of an instructor to the
Dean of the department concerned. An external examiner shall be consulted, except
when a final project is concerned. The subsequent decision is final.
Absence from an examination:
A student who does not sit an exam that s/he is registered for and fails to notify the
Academy in advance is considered to have failed the exam. S/he thereby forfeits the
right to a re-examination.
Repetition of an examination or project:
If a student fails an exam or assignment s/he may repeat it. Special application must
be made to the Dean of the Faculty or the relevant Study Programme Director within
ten (10) days from the publication of the result. If re-examination is not practicable,
the Dean may decide on an equivalent form of assessment. If a student fails a repeat
examination/project s/he must re-attend the course to pass it.
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A student who has passed an examination/assignment may, under special
circumstances, request a repetition of examination. Upon approval by the Faculty
Dean, the student may retake the examination the next time it is held or resubmit the
assignment the next time it is set. The grades from the latter exam/assignment will
apply.
Examinations/Submissions of Projects:
Examinations/project submissions shall take place no later than January 15 for the
autumn semester and no later than June 1 for the spring semester.
Recording grades and storing solutions:
The Academy Office is responsible for publishing, recording and storing students’
grades. Written examinations shall be held for six months after the date of the
examination and then be destroyed.
Article 25
Final projects
Bachelor of Arts Degree:

For the assessment of final projects, there shall be a Board of Examiners or an
external examiner. The Board of Examiners shall have at least one external examiner
who is Chair of the Board.
The Rector appoints examiners to the Board upon recommendation from the Dean of
the department concerned. Special guidelines are issued for the duties of the Board of
Examiners and the Chair of the Board. Students, who wish to comment on the
assessment process, may submit a written request for explanation to the Dean
concerned.
Students who are dissatisfied with the outcome may appeal the Board of Examiners’
decision to the Dean concerned, within five days of the publication of the results, by
submitting their arguments in a signed letter, requesting a re-assessment which takes
these concerns into account. The Dean shall respond to the student’s appeal within ten
days from its submission. The subsequent decision of the Board is final.
Special rules are issued on the completion and performance of the practical section of
final projects.
Master’s Degree:
Each Department has a special Assessment Committee at master’s level, consisting of
two teachers in the Department and one external teacher. The Dean appoints the
committee. The committee has the role of assessing the student with regard to
progress and preparation for final project. By the end of the 3rd semester of master’s
study, the master’s student shall have submitted a statement and draft of final project,
as well as a project plan, which has been accepted by the Assessment Committee of
the Department in question. The student will be given an opportunity to apply for a
re-submission of the final project plan to the Assessment Committee a second time,
within two weeks of the first submission, but should the plan be rejected a second
time, the student is disallowed from final project for that semester.
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In the programme new audiences and innovative practice, supervisors (mentors)
assess the students regularly with regard to progress and preparation for final project.
An external specialist examiner or a Board of Examiners, comprising at least two
specialist and external parties, assess final projects.
The Rector appoints examiners or a Board of Examiners upon recommendation from
the Dean or the Council of the department concerned. Special guidelines are issued
for the duties of the Boards of Examiners and the Chair of the Board. Students, who
wish to comment on the assessment process, may submit a written request for
explanation to the Dean concerned.
Students who are dissatisfied with the outcome may appeal the Board’s decision to
the Dean concerned, within five days of the publication of the result, by submitting
their arguments in a signed letter, requesting a re-assessment, which takes these
concerns into account. The Academy shall respond to the student’s appeal within ten
days of its submission. The subsequent decision of the Board is final.
Special guidelines apply for final projects and master’s defences.
CHAPTER XI
Students’ Rights
Article 26
In general, a student which considers him/herself to have been unfairly treated, shall
turn to the relevant teacher, supervisor or study counsellor, who will direct the matter
into the appropriate channel to the Programme Director or Dean of the Department
in question, who will seek to resolve the matter. Should the student not be satisfied
with that solution, s/he shall send a written letter, stating her/his reasons, to the
Rector. The Rector reviews the matter, makes a decision and the student will receive a
written reply where the conclusion of the matter is clearly supported. Should the
student not accept the Rector’s decision, s/he can appeal to the Grievance Committee
on Student Rights. Refer to Article 11 for more on the Grievance Committee. On
Assessment Results and the Appeal Process, refer to Article 24.
Article 27
Should a student be found in breach of law or the Academy’s regulations or her/his
behaviour to members of staff or other students is considered to be indecent or
improper, the Rector and/or the relevant Dean can give her/him a written warning. If
the breach is considered serious and challenges the Academy’s fundamental
operation, the Rector can expel the relevant student from the Academy, temporarily
or indefinitely. The student may appeal the Rector’s decision to the Grievance
Committee on Student Rights, see Article 11. Matters of this nature must in all other
respects comply with the law.

CHAPTER XII
Academy Fees
Article 28
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The Academy Board determines Academy fees and payment requirements. Only
students who have paid the Academy fees are considered to be officially registered
and eligible to attend the Academy.

CHAPTER XIII
Validity and Other
Article 29
These regulations are confirmed on the basis of the Academy Charter and with
reference to Act no. 63/2006 regarding tertiary education. Agreed at a meeting of the
Academy Board, 2 July 2012.
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APPENDIX D

OVERVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FINE ART
CURRICULUM
= Mandatory
= Optional
1 semester
Academic writings
Aesthetic thought in modern philosopy
Design History
History of Icelandic Music
International modern art history from 1870 ! 1970
Meeting MYN
Photography/workshop
Printing ! technical course
Production
Seminar
South-American folk music
The Affect of Contemporary Art and Cinema
The History of Electronic Music I

ASK0002Ms1
LIS1094Mv
HFR100-06H
HIS0004T
LIS1108Ms1
Fundur MYN
VLJ2002Ms1
VPR2002Ms1
ÚRV3005Ms1
SAR7013Ms
SAÞ0004T
LIS2004Mv
RFS0102T

2 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
4 ECTS
8 ECTS
0 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS
3 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS

Art and Identity
Contemporary Visual Culture
Graphic Design in Iceland
Icelandic fine arts from 1970
Icelandic furniture design II
International fine arts from 1970
Meeting MYN
Meeting/rektor
Photography and contemorary art
Raflosti
The camera and non-narrative art
The History of Electronic Music II
Total Art
Visual Poetry - Printmaking

ERO1134Mv
FÍV1134Mv
FRN1136Mv
GMP1136MV
GRH0004T
HFR120-02H
HFR120-04H
HFR221-02H
HVL0002L
LNM1134Mv
MÓT1132Mv
MÖM1136Mv
PDL0002L
SAM1134HJ
SAM1134HS
SAM1134ÓG
SKÚ1136Mv
T&H1136Mv
ULS0002L
UPP1134Ms
VEH1136Mv
VID1132Mv
WWI1134Mv
AAI0004S
LIS1134Ms
HFR104-02H
LIS1314Mv
HFR208-02H
LIS2134Ms
Fundur MYN
FundRektor
LIS3134Mv
RAF0002T
16M1136Mv
RFS0202T
HEL1136Mv
M&H1132Mv

4 ECTS
6 ECTS
6 ECTS
6 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
0 ECTS
0 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS

2 semester
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3 semester
Aesthetic thought in modern philosopy
Creative writing
Design History
History of Icelandic Music
Icelandic fine arts 1870 ! 1970
Independent work
Meeting LHI-Office
Meeting MYN
Seminar
South-American folk music
Space Studio
The Affect of Contemporary Art and Cinema
The History of Electronic Music I

ÖOR0001L
LIS1094Mv
SSK0004Mv
HFR100-06H
HIS0004T
LIS0398Ms2
SVI0008Mv
FundurSkri
Fundur MYN
SAR7013Ms
SAÞ0004T
RÝM9018Mv2
LIS2004Mv
RFS0102T

1 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
4 ECTS
8 ECTS
26 ECTS
0 ECTS
0 ECTS
3 ECTS
4 ECTS
18 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS

Art and Identity
Creating and curating exhibitions
Dialog
Exchange studies abroad
Exchange studies abroad
Fashion Design II
Graphic Design in Iceland
Icelandic Dance History
Icelandic fine arts from 1970
Icelandic furniture design II
Icelandic Theatre History
Illustration and Imaginary for children
Independent work
Meeting MYN
Meeting/rektor
Methapor
Photography and contemorary art
Raflosti
Saarinen og Kahn
Special project
Special project
The camera and non-narrative art
The History of Electronic Music II
Total Art

ERO1134Mv
FÍV1134Mv
FRN1136Mv
GMP1136MV
GRH0004T
HFR120-02H
HFR120-04H
HFR221-02H
HVL0002L
LNM1134Mv
MÖM1136Mv
PDL0002L
SAM1134HJ
SAM1134HS
SAM1134ÓG
SKÚ1136Mv
T&H1136Mv
ULS0002L
VEH1136Mv
WWI1134Mv
UPP1134Ms2
AAI0004S
LIS8404Mv
SAT000-02S
SKI0915M
SKI2030Mv
HFR211-02H
HFR104-02H
DAS0002L
LIS1314Mv
HFR208-02H
ISL0004L
HFR215-02H
SVI1136Mv
Fundur MYN
FundRektor
HFR212-02H
LIS3134Mv
RAF0002T
HFR207-02H
SÉR0801M
SÉR0811M
16M1136Mv
RFS0202T
HEL1136Mv

4 ECTS
6 ECTS
6 ECTS
6 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
30 ECTS
30 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS
0 ECTS
0 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
3 ECTS
5 ECTS
6 ECTS
2 ECTS
6 ECTS

4 semester
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5 semester
Aesthetic thought in modern philosopy
Creative writing
Design History
Exchange studies abroad
Final Thesis
History of Icelandic Music
Icelandic fine arts 1870 ! 1970
Independent work
Meeting MYN
Seminar
Seminar: Final thesis
Sound and movie I
South-American folk music
The Affect of Contemporary Art and Cinema
The History of Electronic Music I

ÖOR0001L
LIS1094Mv
SSK0004Mv
HFR100-06H
SKI0915M
BAM0000Ms3
HIS0004T
LIS0398Ms2
SVI0008Mv
Fundur MYN
SAR7013Ms
BAM2202Ms3
HOM0102T
SAÞ0004T
LIS2004Mv
RFS0102T

1 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
6 ECTS
30 ECTS
0 ECTS
4 ECTS
8 ECTS
26 ECTS
0 ECTS
3 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS

Art and Identity
Creating and curating exhibitions
Fashion Design II
Final project
Final Thesis
Graphic Design in Iceland
Icelandic Dance History
Icelandic fine arts from 1970
Icelandic furniture design II
Icelandic Theatre History
Illustration and Imaginary for children
Meeting MYN
Meeting/rektor
Methapor
Photography and contemorary art
Portfolio
Raflosti
Saarinen og Kahn
Seyðisfjörður Workshop
The History of Electronic Music II
The professional environment of fine arts

ERO1134Mv
GRH0004T
HFR120-02H
HFR120-04H
HFR221-02H
HVL0002L
LNM1134Mv
PDL0002L
SAM1134HJ
SAM1134HS
SAM1134ÓG
ULS0002L
WWI1134Mv
BAM1134Ms3
AAI0004S
LIS8404Mv
HFR211-02H
BAM2013Ms3
BAM0000Ms3
HFR104-02H
DAS0002L
LIS1314Mv
HFR208-02H
ISL0004L
HFR215-02H
Fundur MYN
FundRektor
HFR212-02H
LIS3134Mv
BAM1133Ms3
RAF0002T
HFR207-02H
SSE5103Mv
RFS0202T
STM1133Ms3

4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
13 ECTS
0 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
2 ECTS
0 ECTS
0 ECTS
2 ECTS
4 ECTS
3 ECTS
2 ECTS
2 ECTS
3 ECTS
2 ECTS
3 ECTS

6 semester
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MA STUDIES

= Mandatory
= Optional

1 semester
Aesthetic thought in modern philosopy
Contemporary Art Theory
Dealing
Fine Arts Seminar I
Studio I
The Affect of Contemporary Art and Cinema

LIS1094Mv
MMF10004AT
MHV10002DE
MMV10004SE
MMV10016ST
LIS2004Mv

4 credits
4 credits
2 credits
4 credits
16 credits
4 credits

Icelandic fine arts from 1970
Independent Researche Project
Perception and Artistic Practice
Photography and contemorary art
The Studio II
The Writing Workshop Visual Language

LNM1134Mv
MMF10002RP
MMV1002MA
MMV2004SE
LIS1314Mv
MMF2002RP
MMF2004AP
LIS3134Mv
MMV20018ST
MMF2002VL

4 credits
2 credits
2 credits
4 credits
4 credits
2 credits
4 credits
4 credits
18 credits
4 credits

2 semester

APPENDIX E

SCORING RUBRICS
Scoring Rubrics - Theory
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Scoring rubrics – Assessment for students’ artistic practice,
participation & performance in discussions and delivery of portfolio
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APPENDIX F

INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES & COURSES OPEN
BETWEEN DEPARTMENTS AVAILABLE FOR FINE ART
STUDENTS
SPRING 2013

THEORY COURSES
Course name: Art and Identity
Course number: AAI0004S
Number of units: 4
Language: English
Course type: Elective course for students of Department of Fine Art, but especially aimed
at exchange students in all departments of IAA
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture (Departments take turn hosting)
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Eros – myndlíkingar ástarinnar í sögu listarinnar / Eros – Metaphores of
Love in the history of art
Course number: ERO113Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Ljósmyndun og samtímamyndlist / Photography and contemporary art
Course number: LIS3134Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary and open
Course name: Sjónmenning samtímans / Contemporary visual culture
Course number: LIS1134Ms
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art, elective for Art
History students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Íslensk myndlist frá 1970 til samtímans / The Icelandic contemporary art
from 1970
Course number: LIS1314Mv
Number of units: 4
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Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for Art History students at the University of Iceland,
elective for students of Department of Fine Art
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Alþjóðleg myndlist frá 1970 til samtímans / International contemporary art
from 1970
Course number: LIS2134Ms
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art, elective course
for Art History students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Landslag og náttúra í myndlist / Landscape and nature in fine art
Course number: LIS1134Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective for students of Department of Fine Art and Art History students at
the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Ritsmiðjan MyndMál / The Writing Workshop Visual Language
Course number:
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective for students of Department of Fine Art and Creative Writing
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Gagnrýnin hlustun / Critical listening
Course number: GRH0004T
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course in the Department of Fine Art and the Department of Music
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Raftónlistarsaga II / The History of Electronic Music
Course number: RFS0202T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Grafísk hönnun á Íslandi / Graphic Design in Iceland
Course number: HRF104-02H
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Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Departments of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Vöruhönnunarsaga II / Product Design: History
Course number: HRF120-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Alþjóðleg byggingarlistasaga / International history of Architecture.
Course number: HRF120-04H
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA student
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Myndasögur / The cartoon as an artfrom
Course number: HFR221-02H.
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA student
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Póstdramatísk leikritun / Postdramatic theatre
Course number: PDL0002L
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art, Department of
Theatre and Dance and Department of Music.
Host department: Department of Theatre and Dance
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Útlend leikrit – okkar samfélag / Foreign plays – Our society
Course number: ULS0002L
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Theatre and Dance
Host department: Department of Theatre and Dance.
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Working with Iceland
Course number: LIS0002Mv
Number of units: 2
Language: English
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Course type: Elective course for students of Department of Fine Art, but especially aimed
at exchange students in all departments of IAA
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
ARTISTIC PRACTICE / APPLIED COURSES
Course name: Gjörningar: Magnús Pálsson / Performance: Magnús Pálsson
Course number: GMP1136MV
Number of units: 6
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Theatre and Dance.
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Hlutverk leikarans / The actor´s role
Course number: HLV0002L
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art, Department of
Theatre and Dance and Department of Music
Host department: Departments of Theatre and Dance
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Raflosti / Electric lust
Course number: RAF0002T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Music
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Samtal / Dialogue
Course number: SAT000-02S
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic / English
Course type: Mandatory course for all 2nd year IAA students
Host department: Department of Fine Art (Departments take turns hosting)
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
AUTUMN 2012
THEORY COURSES

Course name: Art and Identity
Course number: AAI0004S
Number of units: 4
Language: English
Course type: Elective course for exchange students
Host department: Department of Theatre and Dance (Departments take turn hosting)
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Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Fagurfræði í heimspeki nútímans / Aesthetics in modern philosophy
Course number: LIS1094Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Áhrifamáttur lista og kvikmynda í samtíma / The Affect of Contemporary
Art and Cinema
Course number: LIS2004Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Litir, skyn og túlkun / Colors, perception and interpretation
Course number: LIS3004Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk myndlist 1870-1970 / Icelandic fine art 1870 – 1970
Course number: LIS0398Ms2
Number of units: 8
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Alþjóðleg nútímalistasaga frá 1870-1970 / International modern art from
1870 – 1970
Course number: LIS1108Ms1
Number of units: 8
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Skapandi skrif / Wedge – creative writing
Course number: SSK0004Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
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Course type: Elective course open to student of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Design and Architecture
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Hönnun og hugmyndasaga / Design History
Course number: HFR100-06H
Number of units: 6
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for 1st year students of Department of Design and
Architecture. Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Music.
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk tónlistarsaga / History of Icelandic Music
Course number: HIS0004T
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course for exchange students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Raftónlistarsaga I / The History of Electronic Music I
Course number: RFS0102T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Suður-amerísk þjóðlagatónlist / South-American folk music
Course number: SAÞ0004T
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
ARTISTIC PRACTICE / APPLIED COURSES

Course name: Hljóð og mynd / Sound and Image I
Course number: HOM0102T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Music.
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Öndun í opinberu rými / Breathing in Public Space
Course number: ÖOR0001L
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Number of units: 1
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to student of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Theatre and Dance
Host department: Department of Theatre and Dance
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
SPRING 2012
THEORY COURSES

Course name: Listhugtök og listsköpun / Concepts and practice in the fine art
Course number: LIS2164Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Rýmis- og samhengislist samtímans / The notion of space in contemporary
art
Course number: LIS2154Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Sýningagerð og sýningastjórnun / Exhibition making and curating
Course number: LIS8404Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Sjónmenning samtímans / Contemporary visual culture
Course number: LIS1134Ms
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art, open to all IAA
students and Art History students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Alþjóðleg myndlist frá 1970 til samtímans / International fine art from
1970
Course number: LIS2134Ms
Number of units: 4
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Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art, elective course
for Art History students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk myndlist frá 1970 til samtímans / Icelandic fine art from 1970
Course number: LIS1314Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for Art History students at the University of Iceland,
elective for students of Department of Fine Art
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Kynjað eðli sköpunar / The gendered nature of creativity
Course number: LIS2174Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Starfsemi listasafns / Museum
Course number: LIS9192Mv
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Skrif um myndlist / Writing about fine art
Course number: LIS2144Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk danssaga / Icelandic Dance History
Course number: DAS0002L
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for dance students. Elective course open to all other IAA
students.
Host department: Department of Theatre and Dance
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Myndmál og stjórnmál / Visual Imagery and Politics
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Course number: HFR103-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for graphic design students. Elective course open to all
other IAA students.
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk húsgagnahönnun II / Icelandic Furniture Design
Course number: HFR208-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course for students of Department of Fine Art and Department of
Design and Architecture
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Tískusaga II / Fashion Design II
Course number: HFR211-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for fashion design students. Elective course open to all
other IAA students.
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Myndhverfingar / Metaphor
Course number: HFR212-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Hugmyndaheimur barnabóka / The world of imagery in children´s
literature
Course number: HFR215-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for graphic design students, elective for all other IAA
departments
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk leiklistarsaga / Icelandic Theatre History
Course number: ISL0004L
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Theatre and Dance, elective
for all other IAA departments
Host department: Department of Theatre and Dance
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
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Course name: Raftónlistarsaga II / The History of Electronic Music II
Course number: RFS0202T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
ARTISTIC PRACTICE / APPLIED COURSES
Course name: Gagnvirk rafvélræn list / Interactive electric medium in art
Course number: GAV1205Mv
Number of units: 5
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art, Department of
Music and engineer students of Reykjavík University.
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Raflosti / Electrive lust
Course number: RAF0002T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Music
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Samtal / Dialogue
Course number: SAT000-02S
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic / English
Course type: Mandatory course for all 2nd year IAA students
Host department: Departments take turns hosting
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
AUTUMN 2011
THEORY COURSES

Course name: Fagurfræði í heimspeki nútímans / Aesthetics in modern philosophy
Course number: LIS1094Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Gjörningar sem listmiðill / Performance art
Course number: LIS1114Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
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Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Þensla listheimsins / The expansion of the Art World
Course number: LIS1124Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Jörð Vatn Loft Eldur / Earth, Water, Air and Fire
Course number: LIS1194Mv
Number of units: 4
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students and Art History students at the
University of Iceland
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Working with Iceland
Course number: LIS0002Mv
Number of units: 2
Language: English
Course type: Elective for students in the Department of Fine Art and the Department of
Design and Architecture
Host department: Department of Fine Art
Interdisciplinary or open: Interdisciplinary
Course name: Íslensk myndlist 1870-1970 / Icelandic fine art 1870 – 1970
Course number: LIS0398Ms2
Number of units: 8
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Alþjóðleg nútímalistasaga frá 1870-1970 / International modern art from
1870 – 1970
Course number: LIS1108Ms1
Number of units: 8
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for students of Department of Fine Art and Art History
students at the University of Iceland
Host department: University of Iceland
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
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Course name: Hönnun og hugmyndasaga / Design History
Course number: HFR100-06H
Number of units: 6
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Mandatory course for 1st year students of Department of Design and
Architecture. Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Music.
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Matarmenning samtímans / Food in contemporary culture
Course number: HFR205-02H
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Design and Architecture
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Raftónlistarsaga I / The History of Electronic Music I
Course number: RFS0102T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
Course name: Íslensk þjóðlög / Icelandic Folk Music
Course number: ÞJL0102T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to all IAA students
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
ARTISTIC PRACTICE / APPLIED COURSES

Course name: Hljóð og mynd / Sound and Image I
Course number: HOM0102T
Number of units: 2
Language: Icelandic
Course type: Elective course open to students of Department of Fine Art and Department
of Music.
Host department: Department of Music
Interdisciplinary or open: Open
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APPENDIX G

COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS
Workshop Seyðisfjörður
A collaborative project with the Skaftfell Center for Visual Arts in Seyðisfjörður, the
Dieter Roth Academy and the Technical Museum of East Iceland. This has taken place
annually for the last 10 years. Emphasis is placed on students being able to make use of
the unique surroundings which the town and its area offer. The workshop results in
students´ public exhibition in the Skaftfell Center for Visual Arts.
Narratives at Work
A collaboration between the Iceland Academy of the Arts´ Department of Fine Art and
École Supérieure des Beaux-Artes de Nantes. The project is a platform for development
of independent works of students and teachers from Iceland and France based on research
and discussion on the role of narratives in the work of contemporary artists. The project’s
first communal workshop took place at Arnarstapi and in Reykjavík last March. The next
one takes place in Nantes in September 2012.
Icelandic contemporary art theory
The Iceland Academy of the Arts´ Department of Fine Art formed and initiated the
research project Icelandic contemporary art theory in the spring of 2011 in collaboration
with the National Gallery of Iceland, the Reykjavík Art Museum, the University of
Iceland, the Living Art Museum and the Icelandic Association of Art History and
Aesthetics. The writings of academics and critics on Icelandic fine art scene through the
past decades are researched in addition to the writings of the artists themselves. The longterm goal of the research project is that an explicit comprehensive overview be created on
Icelandic contemporary fine art.
Vocabulary for the fine arts
The Department of Fine Art participates in the research project Vocabulary for the fine
arts in collaboration with the Icelandic Language Institute, the National Gallery of
Iceland, Kópavogur Art Gallery – Gerðarsafn and the University of Iceland Art
Collection. The project has been on-going since 2003.
Nordic Panoramic Interchange
Nordic Panoramic Interchange is a collaboration between the Iceland Academy of the
Arts´ Department of Fine Art, the Academy of Art and Design in Bergen and in Vilnius
and the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm. The project revolves around ideas on the
landscape of the North with a view to the concept panorama. A communal exhibition and
conference was held by the Royal Institute of Art in Stockholm in September 2010. The
project was concluded in spring 2012 with the publication of a reader and documentation
of the project entitled Horizon.
Threads of discussion
Threads of discussion is a collaboration between the Reykjavík Art Museum, Icelandic
Art Center and the Iceland Academy of the Arts´ Department of Fine Art which began in
2011. The plan is to create a platform in this country for international connections and
discussion with foreign guests emanating from lectures, introduction of artists and
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teaching in the Department of Fine Art. Guests are distinguished curators, academics and
artists with established international careers.
Friction
Thirteen visual artists and students in the Academy of the Arts´ Department of Fine Art
tackle ideas linked to the cityscape. Emphasis is placed on utilizing the particular
surroundings that the city offers by forming collaborations with various institutions,
businesses and individuals who can support the implementation or development of the
ideas. The project will be disseminated at different stages of development and in various
forms but the first exhibition is held at the ASÍ Art Museum on 14 April to 12 May 2012.
The Living Art Museum – research project on book art and on performance art
in Iceland.
Students of the Department of Fine Art work under the guidance of a tutor on two
research projects with the Museum of Living Art in Reykjavík, one on book works by
Icelandic visual artists and the other on the archive of performance art in Iceland.
Raflost
The Department of Fine Art has in previous years organized workshops for students in
collaboration with the electronic art festival Raflost.
700IS Reindeer Country
The Department of Fine Art has participated in the international film and video festival
Reindeer Country which has been held in Egilsstaðir and Eiðar in recent years. Students
have the opportunity to attend a course and work on a piece for participation at the
festival.
Sequences, festival of fine arts
This is a collaboration between the Iceland Academy of the Arts´ Department of Fine Art
and the Sequences Art Festival. Students have the opportunity to assist in the setting up of
exhibitions and events for the festival and observe the work processes and approaches of
different artists.
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APPENDIX H

IAA LANGUAGE POLICY
The Iceland Academy of the Arts leads professional discussion in the field of the arts and
therefore plays an important social role. The Iceland Academy of the Arts’ Language
Policy is based on this. The Academy emphasises the promotion of professional discourse
in the field of the arts in Icelandic, alongside cultivating the communication of knowledge
and understanding of the arts to all of society in Icelandic.
Icelandic is the main language of communication at the Academy, both as a spoken
language and a written language, be it in teaching, research or administration. The Iceland
Academy of the Arts insists that its members of staff set an example with their use of
Icelandic in teaching and in research.
The Iceland Academy of the Arts trains its students in presenting their knowledge and
know-how in Icelandic, clearly and systematically. The purpose of the Academy’s
programmes is to give students opportunities to acquire skills and knowledge, which will
enable them to become outstanding artists. The Iceland Academy of the Arts places great
emphasis on students becoming fluent in participating in professional discourse, in speech
and in writing, in Icelandic, in the field of the arts.
The Iceland Academy of the Arts’ academic staff conducts research in various fields
related to their specialist subjects. The Academy insists that they communicate
knowledge to the society around them, thereby creating a channel for the development of
professional discourse on the arts in Icelandic. In addition, all members of staff and
students alike are active participants in international professional discourse in other
languages.
Implementation and execution
1. Icelandic is the main language of communication at the Academy, both as a spoken
language and as a written language, whether in teaching, research or administration.

2. Teaching is in Icelandic at BA level in all departments and at MA level in the
Department of Art Education.
a. All students at BA level attend courses where academic procedures and
academic writing are taught. In teaching academic procedures, there is an emphasis on
students’ use of language and that they use Icelandic as a force for the creation and
communication of knowledge.
b. In teaching, Icelandic translations of foreign academic texts are used wherever
possible. Teachers are also encouraged to discuss possible neologisms and translations of
individual concepts from foreign languages with their students.
c. All departments offer a course in creative writing where the aim is to
strengthen students’ ability to express themselves in Icelandic in writing.
d. In the Acting Programme at the Department of Theatre and Dance, students
systematically work with Icelandic as a spoken language. A large part of the Acting
Programme revolves around the delivery of text, first and foremost play texts, but also
other types of text.
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e. In the Instrumental / Vocal Performance Programme at the Department of
Music, students receive training in working systematically with Icelandic as a spoken
language.
f. At MA level in the Department of Art Education, students work systematically
with the Icelandic language through academic writing and seminars, where students
acquire skills in expressing themselves on the subjects of teaching and artistic practice.
g. The Final Project in Art Education can take the form of research, an academic
thesis, a curriculum or a creative development project. Here, great accuracy is demanded
in terms of spelling and grammar, and the use of language must be exemplary. Students
with a mother tongue other than Icelandic may apply for exemption and write their Final
Project in their mother tongue.
h. Students at BA level write their Final Thesis in Icelandic and great accuracy is
demanded in terms of spelling, grammar and the use of language. Students are
encouraged to translate concepts and direct quotes into Icelandic, in order to promote the
use of Icelandic in academic discourse. In those instances where students’ mother tongue
is not Icelandic, students may apply for exemption and write their Final Thesis in their
mother tongue.
3. The MA Programmes at the Department of Design and Architecture, Department of
Fine Art and the Department of Music are international and English is the main language
of communication. However, a great deal of emphasis is placed on students being active
in discussion on the arts in society and that they communicate their knowledge and skills
to society.
4. Great importance is also placed on members of staff and MA students communicating
their research to society around them and thereby influencing professional discourse in
the fields that the activities of the Academy cover. Thereby, the Academy supports the
development of a discourse in Icelandic and promotes the development of a formal
platform for discussion on research in the arts.
5. The Iceland Academy of the Arts encourages its members of staff to build up a
vocabulary in their professional fields, in collaboration with other academics and
institutions.
a. The Iceland Academy of the Arts is an active participant in the research project
Vocabulary for the fine arts, in collaboration with the Icelandic Language Institute, the
National Gallery of Iceland, Kópavogur Art Gallery – Gerðarsafn and the University of
Iceland Art Collection. The vocabulary is useful to those who discuss fine art, e.g.
translators, teachers, students, the media, public institutions, businesses and a broad field
of enthusiasts.
b. The Department of Fine Art has launched the research project Icelandic
contemporary art theory, in collaboration with the National Gallery of Iceland, the
Reykjavík Art Museum, the University of Iceland, the Living Art Museum and the Art
Theoretical Society of Iceland. The project researches the writings of academics and
critics on Icelandic fine art, in addition to researching the writings of artists themselves.
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The aim of the project is the creation of a clear and comprehensive overview of writings
on Icelandic contemporary art.
c. The creation of a vocabulary for design and architecture is scheduled to begin
in the next few months.
6. Foreign members of staff at the Iceland Academy of the Arts are encouraged to attend
courses in Icelandic and to learn Icelandic. The Academy places great emphasis on
foreign teachers, who are members of faculty at the Iceland Academy of the Arts,
teaching in Icelandic as soon as possible.
Supervision and responsibility

The Rector is responsible for the Iceland Academy of the Arts´ Language Policy but
individual departments supervise its execution.
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APPENDIX I

THE IAA FINE ART DEPARTMENT ALUMNI 2005 – 2011
SURVEY
1/4/13

Edit form -‐‑ [ Könnun á afdrifum útskrifaðra nemenda myndlistardeildar LHÍ / The IAA Fine Arts Depa…

98

  responses

Summary  See  complete  responses
Hvenær  útskrifaðist  þú  úr  myndlistardeild  Listaháskóla  Íslands?  Which  year  did  you  graduate  from  The  IAA  Fine  Arts  Department?
2011
15

15%

2010

23

23%

2009

14

14%

2008

10

10%

2007

10

10%

2006

15

15%

2005

11

11%

Kyn  /  Gender
kona  /  female

73

74%

karl  /  male

25

26%

Aldur  /  Age
25  ára  eða  yngri  /  25  years  or  younger

11

11%

26  -  34  ára  /  26  -  34  years

69

70%

35  -  50  ára  /  35  -  50  years

18

18%

eldri  en  50  ára  /  older  then  50

0

0%

Höfuðborgarsvæðið  /  Reykjavík  capital  area

59

Búseta  /  Residence
Landsbyggðin  /  rural  Iceland
Erlendis  /  Outside  Iceland

60%

7

7%

32

33%

1.  Hvernig  telur  þú  að  námið  við  myndlistardeild  Listaháskóla  Íslands  hafi  nýst  þér  í  verkefnum  þínum  og  störfum?  /  How  useful  do  you  think  the  studies  in
the  IAA  Fine  Arts  Department  have  been  in  regard  to  your  work  and  carreer?
mjög  vel  /  very  useful
38
39%
frekar  vel  /  rather  useful

45

46%

hvorki  vel  né  illa  /  neither

15

15%

frekar  illa  /  rather  unuseful

0

0%

mjög  illa  /  very  unuseful

0

0%

https://docs.google.com/a/lhi.is/spreadsheet/gform?key=0ApqPtNdx9s1udEg2ZkdJaExJeHVtNWV…

1/3
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1/4/13

Edit form -‐‑ [ Könnun á afdrifum útskrifaðra nemenda myndlistardeildar LHÍ / The IAA Fine Arts Depa…
2.  Hefurðu  hug  á  eða  hefurðu  lokið  framhaldsnámi  í  myndlist  ?  /  Have  you  completed  further  studies  in  Fine  Arts  or  do  you  plan  to  do  so?
Ég  hef  lokið  framhaldsnámi  í  myndlist  eða  tengdu  myndlist  /  I  have  received  a  graduate  degree  in  the  field  of  Fine  Arts
Ég  ætla  mér  að  ljúka  framhaldsnámi  í  myndlist  eða  tengdu  myndlist  /  I  intend  to  continue  my  studies  in  or  in  relation  to  the  field  of  Fine  Arts
Ég  ætla  mér  ekki  í  framhaldsnám  /  I  have  no  intentions  towards  further  studies

3.  Hefurðu  hug  á  eða  hefurðu  lokið  framhaldsnámi  á  öðru  sviði?  /  Do  you  intend  to  or  have  you  completed  further  studies  in  another  field?
Ég  hef  lokið  framhaldsnámi  ótengdu  myndlist.  /  I  have  received  a  gradutae  degree  in  another  field  of  specialization
Ég  ætla  mér  að  ljúka  framhaldsnámi  ótengdu  myndlist.  /  I  intend  to  continue  my  studies  in  another  field  of  specialization
Ég  ætla  mér  ekki  í  frekara  nám  /  I  have  no  intentions  towards  further  studies

4.  Ertu  starfandi  á  sviði  myndlistar?  (launalaus  störf  meðtalin)  /  Are  you  employed  within  the  field  of  Fine  Arts  (non-salary  work  included)  ?
Ég  hef  myndlist  að  aðalstarfi  /  Majority  of  my  work  is  in  the  field  of  art

22

22%

Ég  starfa  að  mestu  við  störf  á  sviði  myndlistar  /  I  mostly  work  in  the  field  of  art

24

24%

Ég  starfa  að  nokkru  leyti  við  störf  á  sviði  myndlistar  /  I  somewhat  work  in  the  field  of  art

34

35%

Ég  starfa  að  litlu  leyti  við  störf  á  sviði  myndlistar  /  My  work  in  the  field  of  art  is  minor

11

11%

7

7%

Ég  starfa  ekkert  við  myndlist  /  I  do  not  work  in  the  field  of  art

5.  Miðað  við  síðustu  12  mánuði  hversu  mikinn  hluta  tekna  þinna  hefur  þú  haft  af  störfum  við  eða  tengdum  myndlist?  /  How  much  of  your  salary  has  been
for  art  related  assignments,  for  the  last  12  months?
60  -100%
20
20%
21  -  60%

15

15%

1  -  20%

30

31%

Engar  tekjur  /  no  income

33

34%

6.  Myndir  þú  mæla  með  námi  við  myndlistardeild  LHÍ?  /  Would  you  recommend  the  Study  Programme  at  the  IAA  Fine  Arts  Department?
Já  /  Yes
64
Hlutlaus  /  Neutral
Nei  /  No

65%

30

31%

4

4%

Spurningar  um  framhaldsnám  /  Questions  about  furter  studies

7.  Til  hvaða  gráðu  er  námið  sem  þú  stundar/hefur  lokið?  (þú  mátt  velja  fleiri  en  einn  möguleika)  /  On  what  level  are  your  current  or  completed  studies?
(You  can  choose  more  then  one  answer)

https://docs.google.com/a/lhi.is/spreadsheet/gform?key=0ApqPtNdx9s1udEg2ZkdJaExJeHVtNWV…

2/3
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1/4/13

Edit form -‐‑ [ Könnun á afdrifum útskrifaðra nemenda myndlistardeildar LHÍ / The IAA Fine Arts Depa…
(You  can  choose  more  then  one  answer)

Diploma

2

MA

5

2%
5%

MFA

10

10%

PHD

0

0%

Annað  /  Other

2

2%

8.  Hvernig  telurðu  að  nám  þitt  við  myndlistardeild  Listaháskóla  Íslands  nýtist  þér  sem  grunnur  til  frekara  náms?  How  beneficial  do  you  find  your  studies  at
The  IAA  Fine  Arts  Department  in  regard  to  further  studies?
mjög  vel  /  very  beneficial
8
8%
frekar  vel  /  rather  beneficial

6

6%

hvorki  vel  né  illa  /  neither

5

5%

frekar  illa  /  rather  unbeneficial

0

0%

mjög  illa  /  not  beneficial

0

0%

Að  lokum  /  finally

Er  eitthvað  sem  þig  langar  að  bæta  við  um  námið  í  myndlistardeild  LHÍ  /  Any  comments  about  the  studies  in  the  IAA  Fine  Arts  Department
Ég  er  skeptískur  um  þá  ákvörðun  að  hefja  nám  á  mastersstigi  við  myndlistardeild  LHÍ  eins  og  mál  standa  í  dag.  Að  mínu  mati  er  BFA  námið  við  skólann  mjög  sterkt  á  alþjóðlegum
mælikvarða  og  mikilvægar

...

Takk  fyrir  þátttökuna  /  Thank  you  for  your  time
takk

Sömuleiðis.  Þið  eruð  frábær!

gölluð,  valkostir  eru:  hef  klárað  frekara  nam,  ja  ætla  mer  i  frekara  nam  og  nei  eg  

Takk  sömuleiðis

Gangi  ykkur  vel  )

langar  að  benda  á  að  mér  finnst  spurning  nr  2  vera

...

Number  of  daily  responses

https://docs.google.com/a/lhi.is/spreadsheet/gform?key=0ApqPtNdx9s1udEg2ZkdJaExJeHVtNWV…

3/3
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APPENDIX J

THE ICELAND ACADEMY OF THE ARTS EQUAL RIGHTS
POLICY
Objectives
The Iceland Academy of the Arts (IAA) is a community of students, academics,
instructors and other employees governed by equality and respect.

The goal of the Academy's equal rights policy is to ensure the equal rights of men and
women within the academic community through specific actions and by encouraging an
active debate about equal rights in all areas of our work. By doing so, the Academy
wants to make sure that its human resources - the talents of its employees and its students
- will thrive as well as possible.
Responsibility and implementation
Deans, program directors, the executive director and directors of support services are
responsible for the daily implementation of specific policy articles. Final responsibility is
in the hands of the Academy's top management, i.e. its board and rector.

The equal rights committee of the Iceland Academy of the Arts oversees the
development, implementation and monitoring of the equal rights policy. The committee
is composed of student and employee representatives from all of the Academy's
departments.
Appointments, wage equality and professional development
All advertisements by the Iceland Academy of the Arts shall show consideration for
gender equality and equal respect for both genders, cf. Art.18 of the Law on the Equal
Status and Rights of Women and Men.

Vacant positions at the Academy shall be open to both men and women. Recruitment
processes shall consider principles of gender equality and this policy shall be
acknowledged in the Academy's job advertisements. Upon recruitment, gender
discrimination on grounds of family situation or other factors, where it may be assumed
that gender-related private circumstances may have an impact, is not permitted.
Evaluation committees for new appointments
representatives of both genders, if at all possible.

and

promotions

shall

include

Women and men working at the Iceland Academy of the Arts shall enjoy comparable
remuneration and entitlements. Women and men shall receive equal pay for work of
equal value.
In assigning projects, transferring or laying off personnel, care shall be taken to avoid
gender discrimination. Research, job development, continued education, and the
allocation of grants from Academy funds shall take into account principles of gender
equality.
The IAA seeks to avoid that jobs within the Academy become associated with one gender
rather than the other.
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The Iceland Academy of the Arts seeks to utilize the benefits of flexibility in the
workplace in order to make it easier for employees to reconcile their private lives, family
responsibilities and work duties. Thus, the Academy's employees shall have the option of
flexible working hours where applicable and suitable to the employee and the workplace.
Equal opportunity to education and equal rights debate
It is the policy of the Iceland Academy of the Arts to ensure that both men and women
have equal opportunity to the education it offers.

In their creation and communication of the art, the Academy's graduates hold great
responsibility. The Academy wants to do its part to make sure that its students and staff
are aware of gender images and the position of men and women in art as well as other
areas of society. At the same time, the Academy wants to encourage education and debate
about the contribution of men and women to artistic creation, their position as art students
and teachers, and as working artists in society.
The Academy seeks to ensure the equality of the genders within its respective
departments and educational programs by, among other things making certain that
promotion of its academic fields, material, and organization of instruction appeals to both
genders. The Academy wants to avoid that the teaching methods, the teaching
environment and the teaching approaches deter either men or women from choosing a
specific academic field.
Admissions committees shall include representatives of both genders, if at all possible.
Equal rights principles and gender debate shall be included in the mandatory curriculum
of all Academy departments.
Furthermore, the equal rights committee shall routinely assess of the status of the genders
within the Academy, introduce its results to students and staff, and arrange for an active
debate about equal rights issues.
Sexual harassment
Sexual harassment is not tolerated within the Iceland Academy of the Arts, neither by
staff members nor students. According to the 17th Article of the Equal Rights Law,
sexual harassment is defined as "behaviour that is unreasonable and/or insulting and
against the will of those who are subjected to it, and which affects their self-esteem and is
continued in spite of a clear indication that this behaviour is unwelcome. Sexual
harassment can be physical, oral or symbolic. One event may be considered sexual
harassment if it is serious."

Victims of sexual harassment have the right to consult the school physician for assistance
and/or the supervisor responsible for the victim's working environment. The consulting
party will then seek to resolve the matter. The victim shall in no manner be harmed by
the measures taken for that purpose. If the matter is not resolved, the decision-making
power lies with the rector. Serious or recurrent harassment may lead to reproof or
discharge of a student or staff member.
The equal rights committee shall conduct a study of the frequency of sexual harassment
within the Iceland Academy of the Arts and introduce its results to students and
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staff. Information about means of resolution and other instructions to victims of sexual
harassment shall be published in the Academy's handbooks and on its home page.
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APPENDIX K

EXAMPLES OF PROFILES FROM THE DEPARTMENT OF FINE
ART ACADEMIC FACULTY WITH RESEARCH
Output in the academic year 1 August 2012 – 31 July 2013

Aðalheiður L. Guðmundsdóttir, Programme Director Art Theory
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Hulda Stefánsdóttir, Professor
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Hekla Dögg Jónsdóttir, Professor
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Ólafur Sveinn Gíslason, Professor
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APPENDIX L

REGULATIONS FOR THE IAA PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FUND
Article 1
The Research Fund has the role of promoting the Academy’s academic faculty research
and development (R&D) activities and encourage the production of knowledge in its
respective fields. The Fund’s grants shall cover research in the academic field the arts.
Article 2
The Fund’s revenue is the Academy‘s contribution in accordance with its operational
budget and other revenue which the Fund may receive.
Article 3
The Research Fund’s Board shall be composed of three professional parties, two external
and one from the Iceland Academy of the Arts. Board members shall have knowledge and
experience of research work and processes, and fulfil comparable criteria to those made
of the Academy’s academic faculty.

The Board is appointed by the rector for two years at a time by suggestion from the
Management Council. It should be ensured that the membership of two or more Board
members does not come to an end at the same time.
The role of the Board is to assess applications and award research grants on the basis of
these rules.
Article 4
The Academy’s Managing Director oversees the operation and administration of the
Research Fund with mandate from the Fund’s Board. The Director of the Research
Service Center shall be the Fund’s Secretary.
Article 5
All academic faculty members who are appointed with R&D time have the right to apply
for a grant from the Fund.
Article 6
The assessment of applications should primarily focus on the artistic and/or academic
value of a project, as well as the applicants’ qualifications. There should be a focus on
how the project contributes to the production of new knowledge or new understanding, or
the development of new methods in a particular field, and how the project presents
previously accepted knowledge or methods in a new light. It should also be taken into
consideration whether time schedules and cost estimates are realistic. The project must be
disseminated in a public arena and it must be clearly relevant to the wider society. The
Academy‘s Research Strategy forms the base of any decision.
Article 7
Applications for grants from the Fund shall be sought by advertisement once a year,
normally in the spring term.

The Fund provides grants for production costs, contracted services or other costs incurred
in the execution of the project, e.g. the work contribution of assistants, among other. It is
not possible to apply for a grant for own salary but applicants shall account for their own
estimated work contribution in their application.
Article 8
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Applications shall be accompanied by a comprehensive description of the research project,
including:
the aim of the project,
relevance to the field in question and the work of others in that field (state of the art),
method used in research process, in addition to time schedule and project plan,
schedule for the proposed dissemination of the research process and/or research output,
the impact of the project and its benefit for the relevant subject area,
relevance to the Academy‘s Research Strategy and overall academic policy.
comprehensive cost estimate where the project‘s main cost items and secured funding is
listed, e.g. in the form of grants.
The application shall be accompanied by a résumé and an overview of the applicant’s
professional activities.
Article 9
At the end of the project period, applicants shall submit a project report, where the
research process shall be described in addition to methods, output and means of
dissemination. The project shall be discussed within the context of the relevant subject
area in addition to assessing its value and impact in a wider context. The report shall be
submitted electronically to the Fund’s Secretary.
Article 10
The Fund’s application form may be found on the Academy’s Research Service Center
home page. Applicants who has previously received a grant must have submitted a
statement on account of the previous project should they apply again
Article 11
These rules are made on the basis of Article 18 of the Iceland Academy of

the Arts Rules and take immediate effect. Thus agreed by the Board of the Iceland
Academy of the Arts on 7 February 2012.
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APPENDIX M

RULES ON APPOINTMENTS AT THE IAA

1. Advertisement of positions.
1.1. The positions of the rector, deans and permanent teachers shall be advertised. The
advertisement shall be comprehensive and clear, noting the requirements of the positions
in each case. The professional titles of permanent teachers are assistant professor,
associate professor or professor.

Items 2-6 of these rules concern the appointments of deans and university teachers.
Specific rules apply for the appointment of the rector.
2. Applications
2.1 Applications shall contain a comprehensive account of the applicant’s artistic work,
research and publications along with information about his/her teaching and academic
management experience. Moreover, other information that the applicant considers
relevant to illuminate his/her experience and knowledge for the position in question. A
summary of the applicant’s education and a copy of his/her diplomas along with an
account of the applicant’s ideas for the advertised position should furthermore accompany
the application. Reviews/recommendations concerning the applicant’s former work are
desirable, along with student evaluation if such material is available. Further requirements
may be included in the advertisement as stated in item 1.1.
3. The selection and working methods of evaluation committees
3.1 A three-member evaluation committee shall assess applicants’ competence. The
board of the Iceland Academy of the Arts nominates evaluation committee members. If
the rector wants the evaluation committee to rank competent applicants, his/her request
should be affirmed before the evaluation committee begins its work. The rector confirms
the committee’s appointment by letter to the committee members in question and
appoints its chair.

3.2 All members of the evaluation committee must have knowledge and experience in
accordance with international standards for the position in question and have earned a
diploma in their field. At least two of the committee members should be specialists within
the academic fields of the Academy, the third member can be from outside the
Academy’s field. At least one evaluation committee member should not have a permanent
position at the Academy.
3.3 The chair of the committee accepts the applications and accompanying documents
from the Academy’s office and mobilizes the committee. The evaluation committee has
authorization to request additional materials, granted that it treats all applicants equally.
4. Evaluation of applicants’ competence
4.1. In addition to education or equivalent experience, as stated in the Law on
Universities No. 63/2006, the evaluation of applicants shall be based on the following:
artistic career and/or research and academic work, teaching, management experience, and
other experience particularly relevant to the position in question.
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4.2. Evaluation of artistic work shall be based on the following: artistic value and
originality and the knowledge that renowned domestic or foreign art institutions, which
make their selection professionally, have either employed the applicant, or exhibited,
performed or published his/her work. Work in progress may be considered as well as
completed work.
4.3. Evaluation of research and academic work shall consider such factors as the
originality of the research project and independence vis-à-vis other research and
publications, knowledge of the status of research within the relevant academic field, the
proper use of resources and scientific methods, academic innovations and the significance
of the research.
4.4. Evaluation of former teaching experience shall consider such factors as the
applicant’s teaching efforts and teaching achievements. Furthermore, variety and
innovation in teaching methods, initiative in the organization of teaching and efforts
towards encouraging students to use independent working methods shall be included in
the evaluation.
4.5. Evaluation of management experience shall consider experience from university
level management and other knowledge that can be of value to the Iceland Academy of
the Arts, such as community work, business management, and work in the interest of
culture and art.
4.6. The evaluation committee has permission to request specific additional materials
and/or interviews, artistic performances or a more detailed examination of the applicant’s
work. The evaluation committee can request reviews from specialists of specific works
made by the applicant or of his/her work in general.
4.7. The board of the Iceland Academy of the Arts can make more specific rules for
particular evaluation committees if needed.
5. The evaluation committee’s opinion
5.1. The evaluation committee shall at the beginning of its opinion account for the
assumptions, documents and sources on which it bases its evaluation.

5.2. The evaluation committee shall submit a well-substantiated opinion on whether
applicants are competent to hold the position in question or not. This opinion must be
unequivocal. If members of the committee do not agree on this issue, there shall be a
vote on each applicant, in which each committee member takes a stand. Each committee
member is free to explain his/her opinion individually.
6. Consideration of the evaluation committee’s opinion and the final
decision
6.1. An evaluation committee opinion signed by all committee members shall be
presented to the rector, together with all application materials. If rector finds the opinion
or the committee’s work flawed in any way, he/she can return the opinion to the
committee with questions and/or comments. The evaluation committee is obligated to
respond to these.

6.2. The rector shall send the individual relevant opinion to each applicant. Rector invites
written comments from applicants before the opinion is accepted. Comments which are
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delivered within the specified deadline are presented to the evaluation committee. The
applicant’s comments and the evaluation committee’s response shall accompany the
opinion to the end of the appointment procedure.
6.3. All application material, the evaluation committee’s opinion and other material
related to the evaluation committee’s work shall be treated confidentially.
6.4. No one can be appointed to a permanent teaching position at the Iceland Academy of
the Arts, unless a majority of the evaluation committee considers him/her competent for
the position.
6.5. Rector appoints when the evaluation committee has come to a conclusion, following
detailed interviews with the applicants which the committee considered competent for the
position or ranked, where applicable, as stated in item 3.1.
6.6. If rector does not accept the evaluation committee’s conclusion, the position shall be
advertised again.
7. Reappointments

7.1. The main rule on the reappointment of teachers at the Iceland Academy of the Arts is
that rector is authorized, in consultation with the board, to reappoint faculty members
twice without advertising, albeit for a maximum appointment of eight years. Upon the
fourth appointment, the position shall be advertised as in the case of a new appointment.
7.2. Under special circumstances, exceptions may be made to this main rule. Rector shall
then submit reasoning explaining the special circumstances in question. An authorization
is dependent upon the board’s approval.
10 September, 2012
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APPENDIX N

STUDENTS´ COURSE, TEACHER AND SELF-EVALUATIONS
Iceland Academy of the Arts
Course Evaluation

Form 1: Evaluation of course and students’ self-evaluation

Name of course:

1. The course is both stimulating and demanding
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
2. The teaching is in line with objectives and course description
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
3. Projects/examinations on the course reflect emphases in teaching
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
4. Course materials and projects facilitate understanding of the material
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
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Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
5. The course is well organised
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
6. The workload on the course is in accordance with the nature of the course and number
of credits
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
7. The course lived up to my expectations
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
8. Comments

9. My interest in the course content was
Very high
Fairly high
Neither high nor low
Fairly low
Very low
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10. How much time, on average, did you spend on the course, including teaching hours,
preparation, reading, project work, etc.?
More than 15 hrs.
10 - 15 hrs.
5 - 10 hrs.
2 - 5 hrs.
Less than 2 hrs.

11. My participation in the course was
Very high
Fairly high
Neither high nor low
Fairly low
Very low

Iceland Academy of the Arts
Course Evaluation
Form 2: Teacher Evaluation
Course name:
Teachers’ name:
1. Teacher is enthusiastic about his or her work
Strongly agree
Agree
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
2. Teacher encourages questions/discussions about the content of the course
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
3. Teacher is encouraging towards students
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
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Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
4. Presentation is clear and well-executed
Strongly agree
Agree somewhat
Neither agree nor disagree
Disagree somewhat
Strongly disagree
Does not apply
5. Comments
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APPENDIX O

IAA CODE OF ETHICS
Curiosity, understanding and courage are fundamental values in all of the Iceland
Academy of the Arts’ activities.
This Code of Ethics is aimed at the Academy’s students, teachers and staff. It is not an
exhaustive description of good practice but describes the spirit that should be adhered to.
The Code of Ethics is a standard and a beacon in all the Academy‘s activities.
GENERAL COMMUNICATION WITHIN THE ACADEMY
1.1
Equality and respect prevail in all communication at the Iceland Academy of the
Arts.
1.2
Human rights are honoured and people are not discriminated against on the
grounds difference.
1.3
The Iceland Academy of the Arts community respects the freedom of expression
and debate is professional and responsible.
1.4
No preferential treatment is given on account of personal relationships, any
conflict of interest that may affect decision-making at the Academy must be declared.
1.5

Students’ issues and personal data are subject to confidentiality.

1.6
The Academy´s subjective and objective assets shall be treated responsibly and
respectfully.
1.7
Staff and students are ambitious about reliable procedures and care for and
respect each other´s work and time.
SOCIETY AND ENVIRONMENT
2.1
The Iceland Academy of the Arts´ staff and students are aware of the Academy´s
position and role in society.
2.2
Staff and students work on the Academy´s advancement and communicate the
knowledge and creativity that comes into being within its walls to society.
2.3
Teachers and students think responsibly about the manifestations of teaching,
research and creativity for society, environment and nature.
2.4.
Society, environment and nature are respected
environmentally responsible practices and sustainability.

through

an

aim

for

2.5
The conduct and debate of staff and students outside the walls of the Academy are
professional and responsible.
CREATIVITY, TEACHING AND RESEARCH
3.1
Academic freedom is celebrated at the Iceland Academy of the Arts. A great
breadth of artistic practice, theoretical work, research and teaching is respected.
3.2
The Academy seeks to preserve and enhance knowledge and professional ability
in each area with its aim for good practice and social good.
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3.3
The Academy´s teachers create a fertile and encouraging setting for study, based
on trust, consideration and honesty.
3.4
The Academy´s teachers promote their students´ development with honest, fair
and appropriate feedback.
3.5
The Academy´s students are responsible for their studies and are honest and
considerate in their relationships with their teachers.
3.6
Staff and students respect the rights of those that participate in the Academy´s
research and projects.
3.7
Copyright is honoured in all activities at the Iceland Academy of the Arts and
sources and collaborations are appropriately referred to, conscientiously and honestly.
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APPENDIX P

IAA EQUAL RIGHTS POLICY
Objectives
The Iceland Academy of the Arts (IAA) is a community of students, academics,
instructors and other employees governed by equality and respect.
The goal of the Academy's equal rights policy is to ensure the equal rights of men and
women within the academic community through specific actions and by encouraging an
active debate about equal rights in all areas of our work. By doing so, the Academy
wants to make sure that its human resources - the talents of its employees and its students
- will thrive as well as possible.
Responsibility and implementation
Deans, program directors, the executive director and directors of support services are
responsible for the daily implementation of specific policy articles. Final responsibility is
in the hands of the Academy's top management, i.e. its board and rector.
The equal rights committee of the Iceland Academy of the Arts oversees the development,
implementation and monitoring of the equal rights policy. The committee is composed of
student and employee representatives from all of the Academy's departments.
Appointments, wage equality and professional development
All advertisements by the Iceland Academy of the Arts shall show consideration for
gender equality and equal respect for both genders, cf. Art.18 of the Law on the Equal
Status and Rights of Women and Men.
Vacant positions at the Academy shall be open to both men and women. Recruitment
processes shall consider principles of gender equality and this policy shall be
acknowledged in the Academy's job advertisements. Upon recruitment, gender
discrimination on grounds of family situation or other factors, where it may be assumed
that gender-related private circumstances may have an impact, is not permitted.
Evaluation committees for new appointments and promotions shall include
representatives of both genders, if at all possible.
Women and men working at the Iceland Academy of the Arts shall enjoy comparable
remuneration and entitlements. Women and men shall receive equal pay for work of
equal value.
In assigning projects, transferring or laying off personnel, care shall be taken to avoid
gender discrimination. Research, job development, continued education, and the
allocation of grants from Academy funds shall take into account principles of gender
equality.
The IAA seeks to avoid that jobs within the Academy become associated with one gender
rather than the other.
The Iceland Academy of the Arts seeks to utilize the benefits of flexibility in the
workplace in order to make it easier for employees to reconcile their private lives, family
responsibilities and work duties. Thus, the Academy's employees shall have the option of
flexible working hours where applicable and suitable to the employee and the workplace.
Equal opportunity to education and equal rights debate
It is the policy of the Iceland Academy of the Arts to ensure that both men and women
have equal opportunity to the education it offers.
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In their creation and communication of the art, the Academy's graduates hold great
responsibility. The Academy wants to do its part to make sure that its students and staff
are aware of gender images and the position of men and women in art as well as other
areas of society. At the same time, the Academy wants to encourage education and debate
about the contribution of men and women to artistic creation, their position as art students
and teachers, and as working artists in society.
The Academy seeks to ensure the equality of the genders within its respective
departments and educational programs by, among other things making certain that
promotion of its academic fields, material, and organization of instruction appeals to both
genders. The Academy wants to avoid that the teaching methods, the teaching
environment and the teaching approaches deter either men or women from choosing a
specific academic field.
Admissions committees shall include representatives of both genders, if at all possible.
Equal rights principles and gender debate shall be included in the mandatory curriculum
of all Academy departments.
Furthermore, the equal rights committee shall routinely assess of the status of the genders
within the Academy, introduce its results to students and staff, and arrange for an active
debate about equal rights issues.
Sexual harassment
Sexual harassment is not tolerated within the Iceland Academy of the Arts, neither by
staff members nor students. According to the 17th Article of the Equal Rights Law,
sexual harassment is defined as "behavior that is unreasonable and/or insulting and
against the will of those who are subjected to it, and which affects their self-esteem and is
continued in spite of a clear indication that this behavior is unwelcome. Sexual
harassment can be physical, oral or symbolic. One event may be considered sexual
harassment if it is serious."
Victims of sexual harassment have the right to consult the school physician for assistance
and/or the supervisor responsible for the victim's working environment. The consulting
party will then seek to resolve the matter. The victim shall in no manner be harmed by
the measures taken for that purpose. If the matter is not resolved, the decision-making
power lies with the rector. Serious or recurrent harassment may lead to reproof or
discharge of a student or staff member.
The equal rights committee shall conduct a study of the frequency of sexual harassment
within the Iceland Academy of the Arts and introduce its results to students and
staff. Information about means of resolution and other instructions to victims of sexual
harassment shall be published in the Academy's handbooks and on its home page.
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APPENDIX Q

DEPARTMENT OF FINE ART ACTION PLAN
IAA Fine Art Department

Aðgerðaráæltun / Strategy
2013-2017

VIÐFANGSEFNI / SUBJECT

ÁBYRGÐARAÐILI
RESPONSABILITY

H 2013

V 2014

H 2014

V 2015

H 2015

V 2016

H 2016

V 2017

STJÓRNUN / ADMINISTRATION
STYRKJA STOÐÞJÓNUSTU VIÐ DEILDINA (NÁMSRÁÐGJÖF, KENNSLUSTJÓRI) / REINFORCE SUPPORT SERVICE (STUDENT'S COUNSELLING, ACADEMIC
SERVICES)

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

FORMGERA SAMNINGA UM SAMSTARFSVERKEFNI DEILDAR / FORMALISE AGREEMENTS FOR COLLABORATIVE PROJECTS

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

SKILGREINA OG ÞRÓA SAMSTARF OG AÐKOMU ERLENDRA GESTA AÐ STARFSEMI DEILDARINNAR / DEFINE AND DEVELOP COLLABORATION WITH
VISITING LECTURERS FROM ABROAD

BÆTA ÞJÓNUSTU OG SAMSKIPTI VIÐ STUNDAKENNARA / IMPROVE COMMUNICATION AND SERVICES PROVIDED TO PART-TIME LECTURERS

AUKA VERKASKIPTINGU MILLI FASTRA STARFSMANNA, SKÝRA ÁBYRGÐ OG SÉRSVIÐ EINSTAKLINGA / EINFALDA FERLI ÁKVARÐANA / INCREASE
WORK ALLOCATION, DEFINE SPECIALISATION AND RESPONSIBILITY BETWEEN ACADEMIC STAFF & FACULTY

TRYGGJA ÖFLUGT UPPLÝSINGAFLÆÐI TIL NEMENDA / ENSURE EFFECTIVE INFORMATION FLOW TO STUDENTS

DEILADRFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF - PROG.DIR

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

NÁM OG KENNSLA / TEACHING AND LEARNING
SKILGREINA NÁMS- OG KENNSLUSTEFNU DEILDARINNAR Í HEILD, YFIRFARA OG SKÝRA INNTÖKUKRÖFUR / FORMALISE LEARNING AND TEACHING
POLICY FOR THE DEPARTMENT, CLARIFY ADMISSION REQUIREMENTS

SKILGREINA BETUR SKIPTINGU NEMENDA Á MILLI PRÓFESSORA Á BA STIGI / DEFINE MORE CLEARLY THE DIVISON OF BA STUDENTS BETWEEN
PROFESSORS

SKILGREINA ÓLÍK VIÐMIÐ AÐ BAKI MATS Á VERKUM NEMENDA / DEFINE DIFFERENT PARAMETERS FOR GRADING STUDENTS' WORK

STOFNA SAMRÁÐSVETTVANG ALLRA KENNARA DEILDARINNAR (JAFNINGJAMAT) / INITIATE STAFF TRAINING WORKSHOPS FOR SHARING
EXPERIENCES (PEER REVIEW)

STOFNA BRAUT Á MA STIGI Í FRÆÐUM OG FRAMKVÆMD MYNDLISTAR / MA STUDY PROGRAMME FOR CURATING AND CREATIVE WRITING

DEILDARFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF - PROG.DIR
DEILADRFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF - PROG.DIR

PROF/PROG.DIR

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

NÁMSSKRÁ / CURRICULUM
KORTLAGNING OG SAMANBURÐUR HÆFNIVIÐMIÐA NÁMSKEIÐA OG NÁMSMATS / LEARNING OUTCOME - MAPPING EXERCISE : CURRICULUM VS
TEACHING SIDE

SKILGREINA SAMLEGÐARÁHRIF OG AÐGREININGU BA OG MA STIGS / DEFINE THE CORRELATION BETWEEN THE BA AND MA PROGRAMMES - AND
DIFFERENTIATION

AUKA FRUMKVÆÐI AÐ ÞVERFAGLEGU SAMSTARFI INNAN SKÓLANS SEM OG VIÐ AÐRA SKÓLA / INITIATE INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES (IAA
INTERDISCIPLINARY FUND?) AND COLLABORATION WITH OTHER UNIVERSITIES

PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR /
PROFESSORS PROGR. DIRECTORS
PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR /
PROFESSORS PROG.DIR

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

BA STIG / BA LEVEL:

ENDURSKOÐA OG AUKA VÆGI NÁMSKEIÐISINS STARFSUMHVERFI MYNDLISTAR / RE-ORGANISE THE COURSE "THE PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT OF
THE ARTIST"

EFLA ÁBYRGÐ NEMENDA Á EIGIN NÁMSFRAMVINDU (auka sjálfstæði þeirra með opnari strúktúr) / ENFORCE STUDENTS' OWN RESPONSIBILITY FOR
THEIR STUDY PROGRESS (increase independency through a more open structure of teaching)

DEILADRFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF. - PROG.DIR
DEILDARFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF. - PROG.DIR

SKILGREINA STÍGANDA Í FERÐALAGI NEMANDANS OG KRÖFUM MILLI ÁRA / DEFINE EDUCATIONAL PROCESSES FROM ONE YEAR TO THE NEXT

DEILDARFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF. - PROG.DIR

TENGJA SAMAN KENNSLU / MIÐLUN FRÆÐA OG PRAKTÍKUR Í VINNUSTOFUNÁMSKEIÐUM / COMBINING THEORY COMPONENTS WITHIN THE
ARTISTIC PRACTICE

PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / PROF. PROG.DIR

RANNSÓKNIR OG ÞRÓUN / RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT

STOFNUN RANNSÓKNARSTOFNUNAR MYNDLISTAR VIÐ LHÍ / FOUNDING A FINE ART RESEARCH INSTITUTE WITHIN THE IAA

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

SKIPA VERKEFNASTJÓRA MYNDLISTARRANNSÓKNA / NOMINATE A COORDINATOR FOR RESEARCH IN THE DEPARTMENT

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

STOFNA TIL FYRSTU FORMLEGU RANNSÓKNARVERKEFNA MYNDLISTARDEILDAR / LAUNCHING THE FIRST RESEARCH PROJECT

DEILDARFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR /
DEAN - PROFESSORS

STOFNA TIL SAMRÁÐSVETTVANGS UM MYNDLISTARRANNSÓKNIR / HOSTING REGULAR STAFF RESEARCH SEMINARS

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

STANDA FYRIR ALÞJÓÐLEGRI RÁÐSTEFNU UM MYNDLISTARRANNSÓKNIR / HOLDING AN INTERNATIONAL FINE ARTS RESEARCH SEMINAR -

DEILDARFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR /
DEAN PROFEFESSORS

EFLA VIRKNI RANNSÓKNARÞÁTTAR Í STARFI AKADEMÍSKRA STARFSMANNA DEILDARINNAR / BOOST RESEARCH ACTIVITY OF ACADEMIC STAFF

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

YTRA UMHVERFI / PUBLIC INTERACTION
EFLA SÝNILEIKA DEILDARINNAR OG KYNNA STARFSEMI HENNAR OG SAMKEPPNISHÆFNI VIÐ AÐRA SKÓLA, BÆTA HEIMASÍÐU SKÓLANS / PROMOTE
THE VISIBILITY OF THE DEPARTMENT AND ITS ACTIVITIES, ENHANCE COMPETITIVENESS, IMPROVE THE WEBSITE

STYRKJA ALÞJÓÐLEG TENGSL / FOCUS ON INTERNATIONAL DIALOGUE & COLLABORATION

DEILADRFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF - PROG.DIR

DEILADRFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF - PROG.DIR

STYRKJA TENGSL VIÐ ÚTSKRIFAÐA NEMENDUR / ENHANCE CONNECTION WITH ALUMINI

STYRKJA TENGSL VIÐ FAGVETTVANG OG ATVINNULÍF / IMPROVE CONNECTIONS WITH THE PROFESSIONAL ENVIRONMENT

KYNNA NÁM OG ÁHERSLUR BETUR FYRIR FRAMHALDSSKÓLASTIGINU / AUKA SAMRÁÐ / PROMOTE THE STUDY PROGRAMMES TO PROSPECT
STUDENTS, INCREASE DIALOGUE AND CONSULTATION WITH SECONDARY SCHOOLS

DEILDARFORSETI /
DEAN

DEILDARFORSETI PRÓFESSORAR FAGSTJÓRAR / DEAN PROF. - PROG.DIR

AÐSTAÐA OG BÚNAÐUR / FACILITIES & EQUIPMENTS

BÆTA MYSCHOOL / DEVELOP AND IMPROVE THE MYSCHOOL INTRANET SYSTEM

DEILDARFORSETI / DEAN

BÆTA STARFSUMHVERFI Í LAUGARNESI: KAFFISTOFA KENNARA, FÉLAGSAÐSTAÐA NEMENDA/ IMPROVE THE STAFF'S WORK ENVIRONMENT AND
STUDENTS' COMMUNAL AREA IN LAUGARNES

DEILDARFORSETI / DEAN
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